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David Monks RAeC Chairman

The flying season is well under way and hopefully free from any further lockdowns.
The Royal Aero Club of The United Kingdom AGM was held last week on Zoom, and I’m pleased to report I have
been re-elected to serve as Chairman for a further year, thank you for your continued support. Further elections
were also held and they are as follows: Matthew Bolshaw has been re-elected as Chairman of Medals & Awards and
also as RAeC Treasurer; Mike Pearson as Vice Chairman Medals & Awards; Roger Hopkinson as Vice Chairman;
David Roberts MBE, Sir John Allison, Colin Mitchell and Marc Asquith are all re-elected as Vice Presidents; Rob
Hughes has been re-elected as FAI Vice President.
I’m pleased to say the making of video for this year’s Medals and Awards Ceremony is progressing. The awards
MC, Stratton Richie is due to film his commentary shortly. The completion date is August and it will be premiered on
social media on a date to be chosen. Like you, I’m looking forward to seeing the finished presentation.
At a recent meeting of the RAeC Council, it was decided to include a “Chairman’s
Award” in the annual awards ceremony. The Medals and Awards Committee
Chairman, Matthew Bolshaw, thought it would be fitting for me to donate the trophy
to the RAeC.
I unexpectedly found a British trophy maker who designed a bespoke trophy and it
was made here in the UK, when the trophy was collected I was fortunate enough to
see the manufacturing process at first hand and see true artisans at work. The
trophy is going to be awarded for an outstanding or meritorious feat decided by the
Chairman at the time.
It’s encouraging to hear competitions returning. I must congratulate the Junior British Gliding Team and their recent
success at the European Junior Gliding Championship in Lithuania. I understand the British Sky Diving Team has
sadly withdrawn from The FAI World Parachuting Championships Mondial event in Russia but I’m sure you will join
me in wishing the British Aerobatics and British Gilding Association well in their forthcoming world championships
next month, the events are being held in Poland and France respectively.
As restrictions continue to be lifted and we are now on the road back to normality. Summer has arrived with some
fine weather – long may it continue to allow us all to enjoy our pursuits.

David Monks
Chairman : The Royal Aero Club of the United Kingdom

jude@royalaeroclub.uk

FROM YOUR EDITOR

With some interesting weather around getting in the air and landing is quite exciting! Hot and high and not a drop of
drink involved. Now we are officially “open skies” it is still worth remembering that we’re not out of the Covid-19
woods quite yet so please be considerate to others in pursuit of your air sport.
Very interesting to read about one of the flying cars
being developed, the Slovakian AirCar, which
made its first intercity flight, powered by a 160hp
BMW engine. It’s already flown up to 8200ft and
has a top speed of 103kt and the 300hp model 2
will cruise at 162kt and have a range of 540nm.
Four versions are reportedly in the works, including
two-seat, four-seat, twin-engine and amphibious
models.
Maybe a new air sport contender or air racing / rally competitor?
Thank you to those member organisations, other organisations and individuals who have sent in contributions for
this summer 2021 issue, and past issues, of the RAeC online Newsletter. This is your Newsletter to promote, blow
your trumpets, roll your wings, loop the loops, dive to earth and entice other air sport members to your air sport.
Hopefully too you find other information useful, informative and enjoyable to read too.
Please email Newsletter contribution articles, information and jpegs (labelled please) to me at
jude@royalaeroclub.uk Also jpegs for future RAeC Newsletter front covers would be wonderful to receive. Where I
have used/obtained information from websites and other sources I have taken that, as usual, this will be with your
blessing and photographs are credited where known.
My thanks to Paul Tallet at Progression Marketing for setting the front cover of this Summer 2021 issue and to Chris
Grant for permission to use his superb photo.
Wishing you stay well and safe and safe flying.

Jude Wordsworth
For further information on any items contained in this Newsletter, please contact the RAeC Office at 31 St Andrew’s Road,
Leicester, LE2 8RE or on 0116 244 0182 or at secretary@royalaeroclub.co.uk

http://royalaeroclub.co.uk
The Royal Aero Club of the United Kingdom (RAeC) is the national co-ordinating body for Air Sport in the United
Kingdom.
Today its principal role is co-ordinating, promoting and protecting all forms of recreational and competitive air sport
in the UK, represent UK air sport internationally and has a major role in setting technical standards, negotiating with
international official bodies and, in consultation with our member organisations, appoint UK delegates to the various
Fédération Aéronautique Internationale (FAI) Commissions.

RAeC NEWS
AGM
The Royal Aero Club Council held online on Thursday 15th July 2021 confirmed appointments to the Council. See
page 1 “From Our Chairman” for details.
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SPORTING LICENCES 2021
To better serve licence holders, event organisers, officials and member organisations, a new sporting licence
database has been created by the FAI. This new database has been designed to align advanced security functions
with new features such as multiple discipline options for licences, and an improved algorithm for the removal of
duplicate entries. The system integrates these technical enhancements with the practical features required by users
such as judges and event managers.
One the most useful new features is that athletes will be able to add multiple disciplines to an individual licence,
even with differing expiry dates and issuing organisations. This addition is very popular with those who participate in
more than one sport, eg. glider pilots who are also involved in aeromodelling.
The new database will also improve efficiency at an administrative level, for event organisers, judges and official
observers who need to verify athletes’ licences. FAI Members are able to upload licences directly into the new
database and with algorithms to identify and remove duplicates, the new database is much more user-friendly for all
licencees and air sports administrators.
IF YOU ARE A COMPETITOR, please directly contact the FAI member NAC (National Airsport Control) The FAI
does not issue FAI Sporting licences, only NACs do. Once issued you can then check the FAI database
https://extranet.fai.org/fai/en/check-license
WORLD RECORD AND INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIONS
Some UK and International 2021 air sport competitions may be going ahead and recommend that your application to
your air sport association is done at least four weeks before the event in which you wish to take part AND that you
check the FAI Database to make sure your details are registered, and registered correctly.
https://extranet.fai.org/fai/en/check-license
To check your own licence, please enter the e-mail address stored in the sporting licence to the following field and
press Submit. If you do not know what e-mail address is stored in the database, please contact your NAC. List of
NACs can be found at: http://www.fai.org/members#active_members

ELLIE CARTER – NEW LEAD FOR YES
My name is Ellie Carter and I am the chairwomen for YES (Youth Education
Support) the Youth section of the LAA. I have taken over this year and am
hoping to drive YES forward and help as many people as possible.
As we all know, this year has been rather unusual and has posed some
very strange challengers.
Due to this, we have been very limited on what we as a self-help volunteer
group have been able to do with conferences, school talks, open days and
presence at events not being possible. However, we are optimistic that
moving forward we will be able to offer more of our usual activities like the
build a planes and pedal planes and possibly offer even more.
I have not come from a flying background and therefore I can relate to the
struggles of young people that are trying to get into aviation, so I would like
to use my position as chairwoman to encourage more people into flying as
well as the engineering side that our build a plane and pedal planes offer.

This will not be an easy task! In the past year I have taken many young people for their first flights - something I
have always found very rewarding and I will continue to do so.

Using my capacity as Chairwoman, I would like to create more school days (either by talks online or in schools when
we are allowed), I would also like to offer open days at the airfields I fly at, dedicated to young people to show them
that it is possible to fly and hopefully inspire some more young pilots.
We have been working on a webinar for some time, aiming to showcase who we are and what we do but also share
some of our experiences in the STEM and aviation sector to hopefully encourage young people into these kinds of
careers.
I will also be working to expand our social media presence now things start to open up and we are able to offer more
opportunities, this should be easier now that things start to open up although it is still going to take some time to
build our presence. I believe that this is truly important for us considering that social media is very important for most
people of a similar age.
In the past we have organised events for scout groups. I would love to offer more of these and possibly expand to
more of these organisations because it will allow us to target even more young people.
Clearly the build a plane and pedal planes have been very prominent for YES. I believe that these projects are
incredibly important and I hope that moving forward we can offer more of these and that some of the projects that
were put on hold during COVID will resume again.
Please do join YES, it is entirely free and only involves filling a short form out
https://yesflyers.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/YES-Membership-Form-0321-1.pdf
Also please check out our
https://www.facebook.com/Yesflyers

website

https://yesflyers.org.uk

and

follow

us

on

social

media

DON’T FORGET YOUR 5% online discount from Pooleys
If you are ordering any flight equipment from Pooleys https://www.pooleys.com use the promotional code YES at
the checkout and you will be helping to support the work that YES (Youth & Education Support) the youth arm of the
LAA is doing in the community and you’ll get a 5% discount off your orders.

CALL OUT FOR PILOTS WITH AIRCRAFT FOR
YOUNG AVIATORS 2021 : 11TH SEPTEMBER, SYWELL AERODROME
Young Aviators is a day of Education, inspiration and above all else fun. For youngsters aged 7 to 17, for Scouts
(to get their Air Badges) and non-Scouts, to show them the wonderful world of aviation and all the amazing
opportunities for a career or involvement in, the varied world of aviation. Most of all it’s totally free, including the
flight, and we try and spread the experience among as many youngsters as possible, otherwise we’d have the same
ones back every year.
Pilots are required to offer flights on the day (11th September, Sywell Aerodrome) so we can fly as many kids as
possible. Please consider coming along and offering flights.
Each year Young Aviators is totally different, but the aims are always the same. It will provide a fun day out, filled
with inspiration, encouragement, great ideas, education and most of all fun, for all the 80 to 90 Young Aviator
participants (pre-registration is vital, as each year it’s strictly by invitation only), their friends and all for all the family.
Contact: andre.faehndrich@ntlworld.com

VOLUNTEER FOR THE BGA TO INDEX UPLOADED GLIDING PHOTOGRAPHS
The BGA is provided with some great images which are used for marketing as well as in S&G, and encourages all
photographers out there to consider uploading or otherwise sending in their good quality gliding images.
With future marketing opportunities in mind, the BGA is currently looking for volunteer help with a one-off task of
indexing the images. If that’s of interest to you, please contact Debbie Carr at the BGA office via
debbie@gliding.co.uk

BMAA CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER VACANCY
Following the retirement from the BMAA of Geoff Weighell, the BMAA are looking for a CEO to lead the BMAA into
the future.
See the BMAA section in this Newsletter for more information. The deadline for applications is 11th August

2021.

OTHER NEWS & INFORMATION
A new and updated series of the popular General Aviation (GA) Safety Sense Leaflets has been launched by the
UK Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) with the first, covering flying with passengers.
First of the new series is an update of the advice for flying with passengers. As COVID restrictions are further lifted it
increases the chance for GA pilots to share their flying with a wider group of friends and relatives. The leaflet
contains a wealth of advice to make these flights safe and comfortable. Available online
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/SafetySense02CareOfPassengers.pdf
For many decades the GA community has used the CAA's Safety Sense Leaflets to help stay safe. They cover a
range of subjects from winter flying to balloon airmanship. Now, taking a lead from the success of the Skyway Code
guide, the CAA has started to update some of the key leaflets.
All
the
Safety
Sense
Leaflets,
including
the
new
passenger
guide,
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/modalapplication.aspx?appid=11&mode=list&type=sercat&id=21

are

available

LICENSING, ALTERNATIVE MEANS OF COMPLIANCE : CAP 1721
The UK AMC, GM, CS applicable to UK registered aircraft, pilots, aircraft engineers, other persons and
organisations involved in UK aviation are published here UK regulations | Civil Aviation Authority. UK AltMoC
proposed and accepted by the UK prior to 31 December 2020 continues from 1 January 2021 to be means by which
the requirements in the applicable EU retained legislation, now UK law, can be met. UK AltMOC should therefore be
read alongside UK AMC.
https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP1721%20Ed8%20JUNE%202021.pdf

BADER BRAVES – CAN YOU HELP?
Pete White is organising for Bader Braves, disadvantaged youngsters, to once again visit Bodmin Airfield and a life
changing or enhancing experience - a flight in a light aircraft. If you are able to assist, either as a pilot or as ground
crew, on Saturday 21st August please contact him at pete@aeronca.co.uk or by telephone 01752 406660/07805
805679.
Bader Braves events are held all over the UK. Saturday 18th September at Haverfordwest and (tbc) on Saturday
9th October at Moray.
The Bader Braves initiative offers support, friendship and unique experiences to children affected by limb loss or any
other form of disability. We offer a range of exciting and challenging activities aimed at improving life skills, creating
bonds and increasing confidence. Many of the activities are available to Braves and their families.
https://www.douglasbaderfoundation.com/braves/about-bader-braves/

THE UK AIS INTERNET BRIEFING SYSTEM (AIS WEBSITE)
For those who have registered for the really useful UK AIS Briefing system, which emails you the corrections and
amendments to our paper charts, in August the UK AIS Internet Briefing system (AIS Website) will be upgraded to
keep aligned with new regulations and provide new functionality to users. As NATS cannot confirm delivery of VFR
RSS and newsletter services to their (us) end users these services will be retired when the system is introduced.
The primary briefing method for VFR chart amendments is and will remain to be the UK AIS Website
at www.nats.aero/ais.

However each chart, both 1:500,000 and 1:250,000 will have its own dedicated URL:
1:500,000

www.nats.aero/ais/vfr_scotland

www.nats.aero/ais/vfr_n_eng

www.nats.aero/ais/vfr_s_eng
1:250,000

London Heli

www.nats.aero/ais/vfr_sheet1

www.nats.aero/ais/vfr_sheet2

www.nats.aero/ais/vfr_sheet3

www.nats.aero/ais/vfr_sheet4

www.nats.aero/ais/vfr_sheet5

www.nats.aero/ais/vfr_sheet6

www.nats.aero/ais/vfr_sheet7

www.nats.aero/ais/vfr_sheet8

www.nats.aero/ais/vfr_lonheli

GASCo 'DITCHING AND SEA SURVIVAL' SEMINAR - TUESDAY 21st SEPTEMBER 2021
A full day’s training with registration from 0900 hours for a 0930-start finishing at 1700 hours. The day will include
presentations and advice on how to prepare for flight over water; ditching techniques and sea survival reinforced by
practical open water sessions using General Aviation life-saving equipment and the use of Andark’s Underwater
Escape Trainer. The cost is £250.00, which includes all equipment, refreshments and lunch.
https://gasco.w4x4.com/servoy-webclient/?x=O8tjj0gNvSpe6vbXi2KYmw

SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY MUSEUM TO VACATE LEASE ON AIR AND SPACE HALL
The Science and Industry Museum and Manchester City Council announce the museum will no longer lease the
historic Lower Campfield market hall building which houses the Air and Space Hall.
This hall, which is closed due to the extent of repairs needed, and many of the objects within it, formed Manchester
City Council's Air and Space Museum, which opened in 1983.
The Air and Space Hall was originally taken on by the North Western
Museum of Science and Industry in 1985 due to the disbanding of Greater
Manchester Council’s Air and Space Museum, before transferring to the
Science Museum Group in 2012.
The majority of the aviation collection on display will be returned from loan
to their home organisations, which include the RAF Museum. Many new
onward destinations for loan are currently being planned to ensure that
the collections can continue to be enjoyed by the public across the UK.
The RAF Museum’s Avro 707A and English Electric P1A will be rehomed
at Boscombe Down Aviation Collection, and the Avro 504K will find a new
home at the Stow Maries Great War Aerodrome in Essex – where
members of the public will soon be able to see them on display.
(Photo: The Science Museum Group)

The Yokosuka Ohka II will travel to the Pima Air & Space Museum in Arizona, USA, while the Avro Shackleton will
travel to its ‘spiritual home’ at the Avro Heritage Museum in Woodford, Stockport. Many aircraft will also return to
The Aeroplane Collection at nearby Ellesmere Port.
The Science and Industry Museum is on the site of Liverpool Road Station, which was the Manchester terminus of
the Liverpool and Manchester Railway, the world's first purpose-built passenger railway. Among its internationally
significant buildings are the world's oldest surviving passenger railway station and the world’s first railway goods
warehouse. In total there are two Grade I listed buildings and four Grade II listed buildings on the site. The Science
and Industry Museum is part of the Science Museum Group

BRITISH AIRFIELD NEWS
For British Airfield news, the good news and sadly some bad news see the Is Your Airfield Under
Threat? section in this Newsletter

CAA LAUNCHES “If you were an engineer, what would you do?®” COMPETITION
UK Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) has become a National Partner for the 'If You Were an Engineer, What Would You
Do?®' competition. The competition known as The Leaders Award annually sees tens of thousands of pupils across
the UK interviewing engineering professionals, identifying problems in the world and designing solutions to them, a
selection of which are brought to life by university engineering teams.
The partnership with the CAA will enable both primary and secondary pupils to gain engineering insights into
aviation and aerospace through direct engagement with CAA engineering professionals who will inspire pupils to
consider challenges in the world, especially those related to aviation and aerospace and create innovative designs
to solve them.
From trampolines which charge mobile phones to solutions for 'space junk', pupils will have opportunities to identify
themselves with engineering through issues and interests that matter to them. The competition which boasts a 50:50
gender split, allows all pupils to meet engineering professionals through online or face to face sessions to find out
who they are and what they do and then to focus their ingenuity on a challenge in the world they want to address.
For more information: https://www.caa.co.uk/News/Primary-Engineer-partnership-to-help-pupils-design-the-future/
To register: https://leadersaward.com/

MUSEUM SEEKS VOLUNTEERS
The Museum at Berkshire Aviation https://museumofberkshireaviation.co.uk/ at Woodley near Reading is looking for
additional volunteers to help man (or woman) the Museum at weekends and Bank Holidays either for a full day or
even part of a day. The Museum is open 10:30-17:00 on weekends and Bank Holidays throughout the year (and
also on Wednesdays). Contact the Curator Ken Fostekew at kenfostekew@gmail.com or call the museum on 0118
944 8089

RAeS YOUTH VOLUNTEER VACANCIES
The Royal Aeronautical Society’s Specialist Groups and Branches are looking for volunteers to join and support the
administration of Committees. These roles provide fantastic opportunities to develop your soft skills and help drive
and shape the output of RAeS activities aimed at young people.
The Specialists Groups Coordination Committee are offering a great opportunity for a young volunteer to join
the Committee in the role of the Secretary who will facilitate the effective operations of the Committee, provide
administrative support and play an important part in the Committee's activities and outputs.
https://www.aerosociety.com/media/15816/secretary-role-descriptionsgcc.pdf?dm_i=4OGU,13B9G,3HA9WN,4YXC8,1
For other young peoples’ vacancies see the Youth Activities AND Opportunities section of this Newsletter

THE FAI AVIATION ART CONTEST FOR YOUNG PEOPLE 2021
“A FRIENDLIER WORLD WITH AIR SPORTS” was the theme for the FAI’s Aviation Art Contest 2021. The Light
Aircraft Association and Anne Hughes facilitated the UK competition in association with the Royal Aero Club, Pilot
magazine and the Guild of Aviation Artists. The competition is open to youngsters between the ages of 6 and 17 and
UK competition entries closed 31st January 2021.

Winner Seniors: Amy Lee USA (USA)

A global connection was reflected in the range of FAI Member countries whose artists participated in the 2021
competition: Argentina, Canada, China, Denmark, Finland, Hong Kong (China), Japan, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland,
Qatar, Russia, Switzerland, United Kingdom, and USA; fifteen countries in total.
All the winners are presented with FAI Gold, Silver or Bronze medals, as well as diplomas.

Notably in the 2020 results, Poland’s Milena Bak took second place in the Junior category, following a bronze medal
in the 2020 competition.

The 2022 competition is entitled “‘DESIGN YOUR PERFECT AIRCRAFT’”. The national UK competition will be
organised by the LAA under the auspices of Anne Hughes.

The winning artworks will then be sent to FAI by 1st April 2022.
These are submitted to the FAI jury, which decides on the final overall
winners in late Spring 2022.
See the LAA section in this Newsletter for more details

A LITTLE SOMETHING TOPICAL TO MAKE YOU SMILE

Reproduced with kind permission from Gary Clark

Royal Aero Club Trust (RAeCT)
Charity Commission No.1068451
http://www.royalaeroclubtrust.org

Through active and ongoing involvement in fund raising and the preparation of grant applications, the Trust prime
focus is improving the public accessibility of the Royal Aero Club Collection and increasing the availability of
bursaries to help young people improve their flying skills.
The Trust’s objectives remain unchanged:
The promotion of air sports to young people between the ages of 14 and 24 years through the Trust Flying for Youth
scheme. The purpose of the scheme is to provide bursaries to enable applicants to progress in their chosen air sport
despite a lack of opportunity or due to financial constraints in order to develop their full potential.
The Royal Aero Club’s memorabilia is housed in the RAF Museum. The Trust has an ongoing program of restoring
and cataloguing the Collection. The Collection is available to historians and others to view and for research and is
published on a bespoke website.
Both the Flying for Youth scheme and the Collections website provide a useful public service for researchers and
today’s youth.

NEWS
The Trust congratulates sponsor Lord Peter Cruddas of Shoreditch CRAeC on his elevation to the Peerage.

2021 ROYAL AERO CLUB TRUST BURSARIES
ADVANCING THE CAUSE OF AIR SPORT AND AVIATION
Due to the pandemic 20 applicants how were awarded bursaries in 2020 have been allowed to carry their bursary
forward to 2021. The carry forward list includes 6 glider pilots seek to qualify for their Bronze, Silver or Gold British
Gliding Association badges. 7 skydivers have also been granted permission to carry forward bursaries so that they
can qualify for various British Skydiving Association awards as has a Model Aircraft Flyer. The British Hang-gliding
and Para-gliding Association recipient of a bursary was unable to attend a SIV course because it was cancelled due
to COVID. He too will be able to use the grant this year. Finally, 5 recipients of Advanced Bursary awards, mainly for
competitions cancelled in 2020, have also carried forward grants. To date, 5 recipients have successfully claimed
their 2020 bursaries this year representing 25% of carry forward applicants.
This year, the Trust awarded 27 bursaries. Already, 7 recipients – mainly skydivers - have achieved target
qualifications and have successfully claimed their grants. One skydiver has been allowed to carry forward her
bursary to 2022 because of injury.
There were no applications from micro-light pilots or balloon pilots for a bursary this year. Similarly, no Flight
Simulator flyer applied for a grant. Young air sport youngsters in these disciplines are encouraged to apply for a
2022 bursary. Application forms and terms and conditions will be published on the Trust website in September with
a closing date of 31 March 2022.
A grant has been made to the Glider Heritage Centre towards the restoration of the Clarke Glider. The proposed
loan of the CS Rolls painting to the Isle of Man Museum is delayed whilst attempts are made to produce a decent
replica photograph in place of the actual painting which needs restoration. The proposed loan is not time critical.

Loans of paintings are being reduced from 5 to 3 years to increase security. Collection enquiries remain at about 1 a
week but donations from this activity have dried up.
The RAF Museum, where most of the RAeCT Collection is housed, is starting to open up, post COVID restrictions. It
is anticipated that the Museum will be fully open by October. In the meantime, the Trust is liaising with the Museum
for the return of volunteers to continue research in the Museum Reading Room. The Museum has recently employed
a new Head of Collections and the Trust Chairman and Head of Trust Collections plan to meet him in due course.
Finally, work continues on updating the Collections website.
The RAF Museum, a long term supporter of the Trust, has been updated with new exhibits to celebrate the
Centenary of the Royal Air Force and the place of Hendon in the history of British aviation. The Trust has
contributed a number of items to the exhibition.
The Royal Aero Club Collection is an archive of aviation material including
documents, trophies, models and paintings dating from the late 1800's to the
present day.
Despite the RAF Museum at Hendon being closed for much of the year, Trust
volunteers were able to work on the Trust photograph collection and respond to
aircraft queries. With the National Archives opening a lot more records for free, the
Trust has been able to find more images to assist rebuilding the Missing Aviation
Certificate Book.
Overall, though, Collection enquiries continue to decline, albeit slowly. The Trust
attended an on- line meeting of Aviation Heritage UK and noted that survival
grants had been made to various heritage organisations.

The Royal Aero Club Trust (RAeCT) has 2 main objectives:
1. to enable young people to achieve their full physical, intellectual, social and spiritual potential through
participation in air sports and recreation. To offset financial constraints, the Flying for Youth Scheme offers initial
bursaries to young people aged between 14 and 21 years to enhance existing qualifications. The Advanced
bursaries assist more experienced air sports persons up to 24 years of age reach the very highest level of
achievement such as gaining an instructor qualification or to compete in international or national competitions.
http://www.royalaeroclubtrust.org/bursaries
2. and through its connection with The Royal Aero Club is concerned to maintain and enhance the presentation of
over one hundred years of aviation history represented by artefacts, memorabilia and archive documents originally
owned by the Club and now owned by the Trust. These are primarily house with the RAF Museums but also
available through the Trust’s “Collections” website (www.royalaeroclubcollection.org).

2021 ROYAL AERO CLUB TRUST BURSARIES
Despite evident disruption to many air sports, caused by the Covid-19 pandemic and the necessary Government
response, the Royal Aero Club Trust received almost the same number of bursary applications in 2021 as it had
received in the previous year. With an emphasis on promoting and encouraging high-quality awards, 27 bursaries
have been awarded by the Trust to enable young air sport enthusiasts to advance their existing air sport
qualifications.
The Trust has therefore maintained its practice of awarding more bursaries to young persons involved in air-sports
than any other organisation. The significant increase in the number of awards which have been made in recent
years follows a decision by the Trust in 2015 to widen the age range for eligibility and to introduce follow-on awards
to enable previous award winners to continue to make progress in their chosen air sport.
The Trust is most grateful to its benefactors, who do so much to encourage young persons who are engaged in air
sports. The benefactors include the Patron, the Lord Peter Cruddas Foundation, Dr. Brian Bramson, Breitling (UK)
Ltd, George Farha, John Downer, the Andrew Brownsword Foundation, the family of the late Jim Crocker, who have

generously provided the bursary, named in tribute to the late Chairman of the Royal Aero Club Trust, and the
Managing Director of Pooley Flight Equipment Ltd., all of whom have made a significant contribution to making it
possible for the Trust to provide these awards.

THE “NAMED” AND SPECIAL BURSARIES WERE AWARDED TO THE FOLLOWING:
Patron’s Scholarships: Harriet Viney, a skydiver, and Kiera Wong, a hang-glider pilot

The Lord Peter Cruddas Foundation Scholarships
and Joe Cornelius, a glider pilot

: Rachel Calvert, a light aircraft pilot

The Bramson Bursary: Alex Philips,
a glider pilot

The Breitling Bursary: Ethan Williams,
a model aircraft pilot

The John Downer Bursary: James Gunn, a light aircraft pilot
The Brownsword Bursary: Toby Runyard, a glider pilot
The Jim Crocker Bursary: Morgan Wilkins, a skydiver
The Sebastian Pooley Bursary: Carl Cox, an advanced glider pilot

The George Farha Bursary: Jodie-Leigh Foster, a skydiver

RAeCT AWARD WINNERS 2021 ARE

Name
Light Aircraft
Rachel Calvert
Gliding
Jeanne Ohta
Jack Jenner-Hall
Aidan Clark
Timothy Shan
Joe Cornelius
Alex Philips
William Thomas
Toby Runyard
Skydiving
Harrison Young
Joseph Boucher
Abi Elvidge
17
Morgan Wilkins
Cloe Lintott
Morgan Roberts
Ciaran Strong

Rebecca Church
Thomas Moses
Stefan Ortega Davies
Harriet Viney
Jamie O’Connor
Para-Gliding
and Hang-Gliding
Tom Taplin
Kiera Wong

Age

Club/Sponsor

Qualification Sought

20

Now: Scottish Gliding Club

Tailwheel Rating

17
14
16
15
21
20
17
15

Southdown Gliding Club
Norfolk Gliding Club
Cambridge Gliding Club
Cambridge Gliding Club
Welland Gliding Club
Shenington Gliding Club
Welland Gliding Club
Army Gliding Club Wyvern

BGA Standard Aerobatics Award
BGA Standard Aerobatics Award
BGA Cross-Country Award
BGA Bronze Award
BGA Bronze Award
BGA Silver Award
BGA Bronze Award
BGA Bronze Award

19
21
17
20
21
16
18
19
21
20
20

UK Parachuting Sibson
Skydive Langar
UK Parachuting Beccles
Pilgrim Parachuting Club
Skydive Buzz
UK Parachuting Beccles
Skydive Langar
Skydive Langar
Skydive Hibaldstowe
Hinton Parachuting Club
APA
Skydive Headcorn

BSA Formation Skydiving 1
BSA Formation Skydiving 1
BSA Formation/Freefly 1
BSA Formation/Freefly 1
BSA Formation Skydiving 1
BSA License
BSA Formation Skydiving 1
BSA Formation /Freefly 1
BSA Formation/Freefly 1
BSA Formation/Freefly 1
BSA C Licence
BSA Skydiving 1

21
18

Green Dragons Woldingham
Fly Sussex

BHPA Club Pilot
BHPA Club Pilot

Aeromodelling
Ethan Williams

20

BFMA

BFMA Upgrade Equipment for
FAI Championships

Advanced Bursaries
Carl Cox

20

British Aerobatics Academy

James Gunn
Jodie-Leigh Foster

18
24

Bristol Aero Club
Skydive Langar

British Power Aerobatics
(British Championships)
PPL Night Rating
BSA UK 4-Way Championships

Ciaran Strong

David Bills, the Trustee responsible for the administration of the bursary scheme, commented on the high quality of
many of the applications received in 2021.
He also observed that he was very pleased to see applications
submitted from those who are involved in a wide range of air sports. He stressed the important part played by the
Trust benefactors, without whose keen support the scheme could not operate. Details of how to become a Trust
benefactor or a friend are published on the Trust website.
Full details and the rules, as well as the relevant application forms, are available on the Royal Aero Club Trust web
site, www.royalaeroclubtrust.org

BURSARY SPONSORSHIPS
The Trust is immensely grateful to all sponsors for their generous financial support vital to enable the Trust to
achieve its goals of encouraging air sport youngsters in their chosen air sport and for the preservation of the Trust’s
aviation memorabilia.
For example, the newly donated Pooley Bursary, announced earlier in the year, and awarded to light aircraft pilot
Benjamin Gilmore training for his PPL at the Shropshire Aero Club has been successfully claimed despite pandemic
restrictions.
The Trust is very grateful to its sponsors who generously provide the funds for bursaries. If you, or your organisation,
would like to assist young people in this way by becoming a Trust sponsor, please make contact with the Trust or
click on “Donations” on the Trust website, www.royalaeroclubtrust.org

ROYAL AERO CLUB TRUST VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
Want to give something back to air sports? Interested in the management and future development of the Trust?
Then why not apply to become a Trust volunteer?
The Royal Aero Club Trust currently seeks volunteers to further strengthen the Trust Management Team and assist
the Trust in its development in the coming decade. If you have a keen interest in air sports generally or you have
particular skills, interest or experience in aviation heritage, fundraising and grant making, IT, or communications
(PR), why not contact the Trust to discuss volunteering opportunities and the possibility of eventually being
appointed to the Trust Management Committee.
If this opportunity excites you then email your interest to the Chairman of Trustees, David Bills
(bursaries@royalaeroclubtrust.org)

Chris Bradbury – BMFA Drone Support Officer

Chris is a person whose life is focused on the use and implementation of unmanned aircraft systems, from using
them as his primary source of work as well as his passion and hobby, to actively championing their safe and lawful
use by others.
He has been flying since 2007, including developing his own drones from scratch long before they could be bought
off the shelf. He doesn't just fly drones, but enjoys almost anything RC, including cars, boats, planes and helicopters.
With a background in photography, videography and graphic design, Chris pretty much started attaching cameras to
aircraft from the moment he started flying.
Chris have been involved with the BMFA for around a decade, from being involved in the early Special Interest
Group for FPV, then writing the initial A and B certificates for Multirotors as a guest to the Achievement Scheme
Review Committee (ASRC). He then joined the ASRC as a full member around 7 years ago and now serves as the
committee’s chairman. Outside of the BMFA he runs Altitude Aerial Photography Ltd, so has a long background in
operating drones both recreationally, but as a business too. He thinks having a foot in each camp as it were, makes
him sympathetic to all sides of all of the disciplines.

Chris also currently runs Altitude Aerial Photography Ltd (AAPL) a specialist drone services provider covering aerial
filming, photography, surveying and bespoke unmanned aircraft system solutions.
AAPL has provided aerial services to numerous TV clients such as The Garden Productions, Rare TV, Windfall
Films, Betty, BBC, ITV and many more, as well as numerous well-known brands such as Alton Towers, The
Salvation Army, DSTL and McCoy Contractors.
AAPL holds one of the most advanced Civil Aviation Authority Operational Authorisations in the UK for the operation
of unmanned aircraft. AAPL’s Operating Safety Case allows AAPL to fly unmanned aircraft up to 90% closer to the
public than standard operators, as well as 50% higher and closer to assemblies of people.
Having previously worked as one of the Unmanned Aircraft System flight assessment examiners for UAV Academy,
a role which involved assessing candidate’s operations manuals then testing their flight performance based on their
own individual manual, I am now one of their Unmanned Aircraft Systems OSC Consultants. I assist UAV Academy
customers that are looking to move beyond standard UAV operations in creating their operational procedures and
documentation.

I’m also a Flight Safety Officer and Senior Safety Pilot for the IMechE UAS Challenge overseeing all aspects of flight
activity for the Institute of Mechanical Engineering’s UAS Challenge, which covers involvement in the event’s
steering committee, safety committee and controlling the flying areas at the live competition.
I am Joint Founder and Technical Director for AeroAVA. AeroAVA aims to be the go-to specialist for outdoor aerial
drone show choreography, public audience displays and night sky branding globally.
Chris's UAS qualifications: BNUC-S Unmanned Aircraft Systems; GVC Unmanned Aircraft Systems;
A2 CofC Unmanned Aircraft Systems
British Model Flying Association certifications: A(MR) Multirotors; B(MR) Multirotors; CE(MR) Area Chief
Examiner Multirotors and CI(MR) Area Chief Instructor Multirotors
A(H) Helicopters; B(H) Helicopters; CE(H) Area Chief Examiner Helicopters and CI(H) Area Chief Instructor
Helicopters
A(FW) Fixed Wing; B(FW) Fixed Wing; CE(FW) Area Chief Examiner Fixed Wing and CI(FW) Area Chief Instructor
Fixed Wing
A(SF-S) Silent Flight Slope
B(SF-S) Silent Flight Slope

As you can see, it would be difficult to find an individual with more technical experience than Chris! [Ed]

IS YOUR AERODROME UNDER THREAT?
NOT GOOD NEWS: Dunsfold The application for development has been granted Government Garden

Village status for 1,800 homes
North Denes The aerodrome (Yarmouth Heliport) with two grass runways is for sale having been disused
since 2015
POSSIBLY GOOD NEWS: Little Mongeham (Kent) Planning permission has been sought for a 750m x
25m grass strip and 2 small hangars to accommodate 20 small light aircraft, mostly 2 seaters at Manor Farm.
10 glamping pods are also proposed with ensuite facilities; and also a charging point for electric aircraft.
My thanks to John Walker for his January 14th UK Airfields update:
Aerodrome
Bourn

Cambridge

Current Status
Site earmarked for some 3,500 homes in 2031 Local Plan adopted by South Cambridgeshire
District Council on 27 September 2018. The Council approved a planning application for the
development on 19 February 2021 subject to the completion of prior conditions.
Marshall Aerospace and Defence Group (MADG) will be vacating the aerodrome by 2030 and
have signed an option to lease land at Cranfield with Wyton (see page 2) being considered as an
alternative site. The Group has stated its intent to the local authorities to put the site forward for
development as part of the next Local Plan from 2030.

Chalgrove

Site included in South Oxfordshire District Council 2034 Local Plan adopted on 10 December
2020 for a 3,000-home development with a new runway for Martin-Baker Aircraft (MBA)
operations for which development a planning application was submitted by Homes England (HE)
the land owner. The application was withdrawn on 21 May 21 pending a review of the plans after
the CAA recommended that the proposed development be discontinued as it was incompatible
with MBA’s current site operations. HE has stated that they will use their CPO powers if
negotiations about the development with MBA (their tenant) are unsuccessful.

Chiltern Park

Due to close on 24 Sep 21 after the site land owner had given notice to the lease holder and
aerodrome operator, Chiltern Airsports, to vacate the site resulting in Airsports seeking an
alternative location. Aerodrome listed by South Oxfordshire District Council on 11 September
2020 as an Asset of Community Value.
Site nominated by the West Midlands Combined Authority for a Gigafactory for the production
of electric vehicle batteries with a planning application expected before the end of 2021. Public
consultation on proposals ended on 6 June 2021.

Coventry

Deenethorpe

Dunsfold

Central Government has accepted the site for development as a 1,500 home Garden Village. East
Northamptonshire Council (now part of the new North Northamptonshire Council) approved the
site masterplan on 15 October 2018. A planning application for the development is awaited.
Planning application for mixed use development with 1,800 homes on site approved by Waverley
Borough Council on 14 December 2016 but called in for a Public Inquiry the result of which was
Central Government approval for the application on 29 March 2018. Protest groups appealed
these decisions in the High Court but the Court rejected these challenges on 5 November 2018.
The development has now been granted Government Garden Village status.

Elvington

York City Council definitive Local Plan submitted for Public Examination on 25 May 2018 with
public hearings commencing on 10 December 2019 includes a development of up to 3,330 homes
occupying the middle section of the runway. Further Local Plan public consultation on major
modifications to the plan ended on 7 July 2021.

Fairoaks

Planning application for 1,000-home Garden Village on site withdrawn on 10 February 2020 but
is expected to be resubmitted later. An alternative scheme (“Fairoaks 2020”) that retains the
aerodrome, originally put forward by a local opposition group, has been included in proposals
from Unity Land LLP. Public consultation ended on 30 July 2018 on Surrey Heath Borough
Council’s draft Local Plan options document which states that for Chobham “Employment and
Retail - Sets out that development at Fairoaks Airport should be guided by a development brief /
masterplan.”

Aerodrome
Halfpenny Green

Current Status
In September 2018 South Staffordshire Council approved a Site Allocation Document expanding
on the previously adopted Core Strategy within the Local Plan which states that the aerodrome is
allocated and protected for employment purposes. A planning application has been submitted for
(Wolverhampton
Business Airport) the construction by MCR Property Group, the site owner, of 112 homes on south-west corner of
site and aerodrome improvements, including construction of 3 new hangars.
Langar
Aerodrome currently occupied and operated by British Parachute Schools sold in January 2019 to
the owner of Nottingham City (Tollerton) aerodrome
Long Marston
Aerodrome is designated in Stratford-on-Avon Local Plan adopted Core Strategy for housing and
has Government Garden Village approval for which a planning application has been submitted.
Developer is Cala Homes in conjunction with site owner. See entry for Wellesbourne Mountford.
Manston
On 9 July 2020, the Secretary of State (SoS) granted a Development Consent Order (DCO) to
River Oak Strategic Partners (the site owner) for the aerodrome as a Nationally Significant
Infrastructure Project. A Judicial Review application resulted in the High Court quashing the
DCO on 15 February 2021. The SoS requested additional comments from interested parties on
the proposal by 9 July 2021 as part of the review of his previous decision to grant the DCO. On 9
July 2020 Thanet District Council adopted its 2031 Local Plan that safeguards the existing use of
the site.
North Denes
The aerodrome (Yarmouth Heliport) with two grass runways is for sale having been disused since
2015 on the cessation of North Sea helicopter operations.
Nottingham City
With the support of the land owner, site and adjoining land earmarked for up to 4,000 homes in
Local Plan adopted by Rushcliffe Borough Council on 8 October 2019. A planning application
for development proposals to the north and east of the aerodrome has been submitted.
(Tollerton)
Old Sarum
Site owner’s planning application for housing development and 10 additional hangars refused on
appeal in a Planning Inspectorate decision letter dated 11 July 2019. The owner applied for a
Judicial Review of this decision but in July 2020 the High Court refused the application. Multiyear agreement reached with effect from 1 February 2020 for site to be used as a parachute
centre. Aerodrome now unlicensed but open to commercial operators with prior agreement.
Panshanger
HE has bought the aerodrome site from Mariposa Investments. A public consultation by Welwyn
Hatfield Borough Council ended on 1 May 2020 into providing additional housing sites for the
Local Plan which schemes preclude a realigned grass runway to the north of previous runway
11/29 proposed in the current draft Local Plan. Latest public hearings on the Local Plan ended
on 17 March 2021. An outline planning application to re-open the aerodrome has been
submitted.
Peterborough /
Huntingdonshire District Council submitted an unsuccessful bid for a 2,500 home Garden Village
Sibson
on site. The Council subsequently withdrew their support for the proposal but the site is still
listed in the Council’s Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment.
Plymouth
FlyPlymouth, a local social enterprise aerodrome support group, plans to reopen the aerodrome
and start regional airline services. Sutton Harbour Group, the site lease holder, have proposed a
mixed-use development although the adopted Plymouth City / South-West Devon Joint Local
Plan retains the site for aviation use at least until the first 5-year review of the adopted Plan.
Redhill
Tandridge District Council public consultation on four potential Garden Village sites including
Redhill ended on 9 October 2017. The definitive 2033 Local Plan submitted for Public
Examination on 18 January 2019 with hearings ending on 28 November 2019 has ruled out the
site for a Garden Village and allocated it protected status as an Important Employment Site. The
current draft Tandridge Local Plan earmarks the aerodrome for employment purposes and notes
that the site is within the Green Belt with a high risk of surface water flooding. Part of the site is
within the boundary of Reigate and Banstead Borough Council whose Local Plan proposal to
safeguard the site for housing has been rejected by the Planning Inspector examining the plan.
Retford / Gamston Planning application submitted to convert hangars 6 to 11 into a vehicle testing facility and for
dual use of the runway for autonomous vehicle testing and aircraft.
Thurrock
Thurrock Council have issued to the landowner’s agent a Scoping Opinion on an Environmental
Impact Assessment for development of 750 houses, a medical centre and employment units on
aerodrome site.
Wellesbourne
Stratford-on-Avon District Council Core Strategy stated policy is to “Retain and support the
Mountford
enhancement of the established flying functions and aviation related facilities at Wellesbourne
Airfield”. The Council have rescinded the owner’s permitted development rights and have
initiated negotiations for an agreed purchase of the site whilst also taking CPO action to acquire
the site. £1 million remains in the Council’s budget to fund the CPO action. Under a MoU dated
30 August 2019 between the Council and the site owners, the CPO action has been suspended for
up to a year (which period has now been extended) to allow the owners to propose limited

Wycombe
Airpark

MoD Sites
Abingdon
Aerodrome
2024/25
Brawdy 2024

Colerne 2025
Dishforth 2031

Halton
Aerodrome
2022
Henlow 2023

Linton-on-Ouse
North Luffenham
2022
Scampton 2022
Spitalgate 2024

Swanton Morley
2031
Tern Hill 2025

Wethersfield 2025
Wyton
Aerodrome

development of the site whilst retaining the aviation facilities with some of the tenants being
offered continued occupancy of the site to cover the period of the MoU.
Site lease holder (Helicopter Aircraft Holdings Ltd) has agreed new leases with the land owner,
Wycombe District Council (now part of the new Buckinghamshire Council). The Council’s
adopted 2033 Local Plan provides for an industrial / warehousing complex on south-western part
of the site requiring shortening of runway 35 and relocation of gliding activities to the north, for
which changes a public consultation has been held and a planning application made for a new
glider track.
The following MoD aerodrome sites are planned for disposal in the years indicated:
Site earmarked for Garden Village style development with 1,200 homes in Vale of White Horse
District Council 2031 Local Plan Part 2 adopted by the Council on 9 October 2019. Under the
Plan, the development area is restricted to the south of the old runway 08/26.
Cawdor Barracks. Defence Infrastructure Organisation (DIO) have submitted site for mixed use
development for the review of 2033 Local Development Plan 2 by Pembrokeshire Council but
this is not included in the draft Plan issued for public consultation ending on 18 March 2020.
Aerodrome was originally expected to be sold in 2018. Local business interest in maintaining the
aerodrome for aviation purposes.
Aerodrome site being disposed of but not included for development in the 2035 Harrogate
Borough Council Local Plan adopted by the Council on 4 March 2020 but site is expected to be
considered during first review of the adopted Plan.
The DIO future vision document for RAF Halton & the Aylesbury Vale District Council (now
part of the new Buckinghamshire Council) definitive 2033 Local Plan exclude development of
the aerodrome site. Further public hearings of the Local Plan ended on 29 April 2021.
Future of the site being progressed by a partnership between the DIO and HE. Public
consultation on major modifications to Central Bedfordshire Council draft 2035 Local Plan
closed on 5 May 2021 and these changes expect the site to be redeveloped for alternative, nonmilitary uses with due regard for the on-site heritage assets including the airfield.
Aerodrome closed on 18 December 2020 and Military AIP entry withdrawn on 25 February
2021.
The Rutland County Council draft 2036 Local Plan submitted for public examination on 3
February 2021 includes a 2,215-home garden community for the site. The development has been
accepted under the Government Garden Village programme.
The resident Red Arrows display team will relocate to RAF Waddington.
Prince William of Gloucester Barracks. Future of the site being progressed by a partnership
between the DIO and HE. Site earmarked for a Garden Village style settlement in South
Kesteven District Council 2036 Local Plan adopted by the Council on 30 January 2020.
Robertson Barracks. There is no reference to the closure of the Barracks in the definitive
Breckland Council 2036 Local Plan adopted by the Council on 28 November 2019.
Clive Barracks. Shropshire Council public consultation ended on 26 February 2021 on a presubmission draft of the 2038 Local Plan includes a 750-home mixed use development of the
Barracks site leaving the airfield intact.
Future of the site being progressed by a partnership between the DIO and HE with a new prison
and housing being considered.
DIO in partnership with property developer Crest Nicholson has proposed a 4,500-home
development on site which is not included in the adopted 2036 Huntingdonshire District Council
Local Plan. MADG is considering relocating from Cambridge (see page 1) to the site.

https://www.aerobatics.org.uk

NEWS
Emerging from Hibernation
My thanks to Steve Todd for his report: Normally the cobwebs have been blown away by April and by Midsummer’s
Day we are well into our contest calendar and may even have crowned a national champion or two. This year is
again a challenge, but we do have a full programme planned, starting with this weekend’s taster Get into Aeros at
Sleap. Things may be a little different, especially at the early contests and as we do our bit to prevent the spread of
the virus while getting our sport back up to full speed.

North West Aerobatics out to play
Contest Calendar
Jen and Brian have put in a tremendous effort to pull together a plan which should see all the major trophies
competed and the two National championships, albeit that a crowded schedule at Sywell means that the Senior
Nationals will be in early October. You can find the details here, but the key dates are:
Event/Trophies
Level
Location
Dates
th
th
26 -27 June
Get into Aeros¹
Intro
Sleap
rd
3 July
Open Club Event¹
Club
Little Gransden
th
th
10 -11 July
John McLean¹ ²
Club/SPO Fenland
th
th
24 -25 July
McAully & Fenland
SPO/INT
Leicester
th
st
30 -31 July
Roy Legg, Air Squadron & Don Henry INT/ADV Compton Abbas
th th
7 -8 August
G-B, Gunpowder & Nathaniel Alony SPO/UNL Sleap
th
st
Junior Nationals
SPO/INT Conington
19 -21 August
th
th
28 -29 August
Duxford, Golden Snitch
Club/ADV Fenland
th th
4 -5 September
Tiger
SPO-UNL Leicester
th
th
15 -19 September
Glider Nationals
SPO-UNL Saltby
th
th
25 -26 September
Newbold, Cavendish
INT/ADV Breighton
th
th
7 -10 October
Senior Nationals
ADV/UNL Sywell
1: These events are limited to participants and officials only

2: Under review pending lifting of COVID restrictions

As the National guidelines on the control of COVID spread are adapted we will continue to review how we operate
and when it is safe to relax some of the control measures in place. Nick has updated our Guidance for what is
expected at an event. Please take time to read it and come prepared.

Sywell – Home of the Nationals

Internationals
Inevitably there has been some major disruption to the CIVA calendar this year, with the WAAC and EAC in the
Czech Republic having been cancelled in the last few days due to organiser difficulties. New venues may make
these contest still possible so watch the CIVA News page for updates. The EIAC in Romania has been moved to
September, though the WAGAC/WGAC in Poland is still on course for its July dates.

On a more positive note the French FFA managed
to run its National championships at Chambley last
week with an impressive turnout at Unlimited,
Excellence and Advanced.
For a second year running Mélanie Astles is
crowned Women’s Champion, with some great
scores. Full results and sequences can be found at
the FFA website.
The top scores at Unlimited are really worth
studying for those who aspire to compete at the
world’s highest level.

Membership
Thank you to all who have renewed their membership for 2021. We are still well down on numbers and I have
recently written to many of you to encourage you to renew. At £25.00 for the full year it is great value for money
and we are keen to encourage supporters and previous members to join as well. Please spread the word. You
can join by visiting membership on the website www.aerobatics.org.uk/membership
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Talk Aeros
Thanks to the ideas and hard work of Dave Farley and Ruth Scott we have been able to arrange a series of
interesting and informative Zoom presentations with plenty of opportunity to ask questions and find out about
different aspects of contest flying. Recordings of these are available on our YouTube channel. Next David
Thomson will be talking to us about sequence design in an imaginatively titled talk The Joy of Seqs. Lookout for
the web News, Facebook and email announcements of the date and time for the chance to get the link for the
live presentation.

Dave Farley’s CAP 231EX

Ringo presents OpenAero

The previous recordings are:

Episode
Talk Aeros 1
Talk Aeros 2
Talk Aeros 3
Talk Aeros 4
Talk Aeros 5

Presenter
Dave Farley
Ringo Massa
Tom Cassells
Nick Buckenham
Mélanie Astles

Subject
Taking part in my first international competition
How to use OpenAero for designing your sequence
Brian McCartney interviewing Tom on his life in flying
Mistakes not to make in front of judges
Physical and mental preparation for aerobatics

Find some time to sit down and watch these fascinating talks. You won’t be disappointed!

Diana Britten OBE
We are delighted to
advise that long time
supporter
and
competitor,
Diana
Britten, was awarded the
OBE in the New Year’s
Honours, for services to
aerobatics
and
charitable works.
Diana is still very active
in coaching aerobatic
and display flying.
If you see her around at
Fowlmere or Duxford do
say hello.
Diana’s Cap 232
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SPITFIRE DRAW
Winner of the latest draw is Gareth Morris from Caernarfon, who is looking forward to his flight out of Biggin Hill
with Fly a Spitfire in August. Member Charlie Kimbell, who flies with the team there, has volunteered to make the
flight special for Gareth. A donation has also been made to The Bader Foundation and the proceeds will go
towards developing aerobatic talent in the UK with the ultimate aim of training future world champions.

The next raffle will launch in July and tickets will
once again be available through our Raffleplayer
link https://www.raffleplayer.com/britishaerobatics
This time the prize will include the chance for
friends and family to fly alongside the Spitfire, a
magical day out for all.
As ever a massive thanks for the tireless David
Cowden and his team for the fabulous work to
make this fund-raising initiative successful.

AGM
At Christmas we talked about delaying the AGM until we could meet. With a further lockdown after that the
Committee has decided to hold this year’s AGM after the season has ended, along with the awards presentation
and a social element.
Chris Sills and Phil Massetti will be co-ordinating so ideas for the party to them please. If you have agenda items
for the AGM or just want to chat through your ideas please drop me a note to chairman@aerobatics.org.uk
Looking forward to a great season of aerobatic flying starting very soon and to being able to see you all in person
again.
Fly safe and train hard!
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BRITISH BALLOONING AND AIRSHIP CLUB
https://www.bbac.org

Founded in 1965, the BBAC is a volunteer-based organisation which exists to promote the safety, enjoyment
and advancement of lighter-than-air flight in all its forms, hot-air ballooning, gas ballooning and airships.
The BBAC Members’ website at https://members.bbac.org includes links to the technical office libraries;
sensitive area database; Pilots’ Circular archive; membership database; inspector information; instructor and
examiner information; members’ forum; personal direct debit and membership details etc.

NEWS
MIDLANDS AIR FESTIVAL 2021 AT RAGLEY HALL ON 4TH - 6TH JUNE 2021
The Midlands Air Festival hot air balloon launch on the Saturday morning saw some amazing balloons take to
the skies piloted by many BBAC members and crew. My thanks to Paul Atkin at British Air Review for these
amazing photos
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AIRLANDER 10 GOES ELECTRIC
Hybrid Air Vehicles are currently developing electric motors with the goal to deliver a hybrid-electric Airlander 10
from 2025. This will provide a 90% reduction on emissions over other aircraft in mobility and logistics
applications while offering operational flexibility in service. Their next airship planned for 2025 will have hybridelectric propulsion to begin with, followed by all-electric by 2030.
Supplied by Collins Aerospace and working with the University of Nottingham the next Airlander 10 will have an
electric power system. A critical design review and fabrication of a 500 kilowatt electric motor for the Airlander
10 has commenced, with first tests of the motor expected in 2023 and if successful the Airlander 10 will have
the two forward engines electric in 2025 and the two rear electric engines in 2030.
Collins is designing and testing the 500kw motor at its Electronic Controls and Motor Systems Centre of
Excellence in Solihull. Hybrid Air Vehicles announced earlier this year that fuel-burning engines will be the RED
A03 diesel V12s, which already have certification with EASA.
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British Gliding Association (BGA) www.gliding.co.uk
The British Gliding Association is the governing body for the sport of gliding in the UK, representing and
providing services to some 8500 UK glider pilots and 80+ clubs that are spread throughout the UK from the
north of Scotland to the SW tip of England. Clubs range from small, member-run clubs to some of the largest
gliding clubs in the world.
Developing and promoting gliding the BGA provides advice and assistance to clubs on a wide range of topics,
including finance, regulation, operations and marketing as well as being responsible for managing training
standards, UK gliding competitions and for the British Gliding Team.

NEWS
2021 Trophies

BGA PERFORMANCE TROPHIES
Wakefield Trophy: Longest Handicapped Distance: Paul Fritche (Lasham GS)
827.7km, 20 July, LS8
Furlong Trophy: Longest Handicapped Triangle: Ed Downham (London GC)
758.1km at 100.1km/h, 3 August, ASH 25 EB28
Frank Foster Trophy: Fastest Handicapped 500km : Santiago Cervantes (SGU)
512.3km at 114.7km/h, 11 October, Discus
California in England: Longest Handicapped Flight by a Female Pilot: Liz Sparrow (Lasham GS) 679.5km at
93.9km/h, 11 July, ASG 29

30

Manio Cup: Fastest Handicapped 300km: Santiago Cervantes (SGU) 327.4km at 144.9km/h, 4 February,
Discus
Seager Trophy: Longest Handicapped Distance in a Two-Seater: Andy Aveling (Lasham GS)
754.5km at 109.7km/h, 21 July, Arcus
De Havilland Trophy: Greatest Gain of Height: Alastair Mutch (SGU) 19,803ft @ Portmoak, 29 August, Discus
2c
Volk Trophy: Longest Handicapped Out & Return: Tim Macfadyen (Bristol & Glos GC)
544km at 76.9km/h, 29 July, Arcus

BGA NATIONAL OPEN LADDER TROPHIES
Enigma Trophy: 1st: Andy Aveling (Lasham GS)
30,921pts
nd
Firth Vickers Trophy: 2 : Ian MacArthur (Lasham GS) 29,229pts
Flight Deck Wingman Trophy: Highest score glider without MoP, Paul Fritche (Lasham GS) 27,093pts

BGA WEEKEND NATIONAL LADDER TROPHIES
L.duGarde Peach Trophy: 1st: Ed Downham (London GC) 26,079pts
Slingsby Trophy: 2nd: Phil Jones (Lasham GS)
23,846pts
Navboys Albatross Trophy: Highest score in glider without MoP Richard Hood (Lasham GS) 22,815pts
1st: Finn Sleigh (Lasham GS) 22,656pts
Spitfire Trophy: Junior National Ladder
Chris Wills Trophy: Wooden Ladder 1st: Adrian Emck (Lasham GS) 21,106pts
OTHER BGA AWARDS
Rex Pilcher Trophy: Earliest Diamond Distance in the Year James Hiley (Southdown GC)
Phil Lever : Most Promising Junior Pilot
Finn Sleigh (Lasham GS)
John Hands: For outstanding services to the British Team Andy Davis (Bristol & Glos GC)
Goldsborough: Highest placed pilot(s) in previous World Championships Ayala Truelove (Lasham GS)
Bronze medal in WWGC 2019
University Ladder
: Imperial College London
18,706pts
Challenge Trophy: For the club that, during the previous year, has the most number of pilots who have qualified
to Cross Country Endorsement as a proportion of the number of instructors.
Bannerdown GC
Philip Wills National Enterprise Trophy
: Awarded by the Enterprise Club for most enterprising flight
launching from anywhere in the UK David Masson (Lasham GS) and Nigel Mallender (Lasham GS)
Alex Ward Trophy: For services to junior gliding. Chris Gill (Denbigh GC)
Haywards Trophy: For instructing excellence. Lynn Ferguson-Dalling (Buckminster GC)

THE TED LYS AWARDS 2021
There will be up to 12 Ted Lys Awards in 2021 for the flying related costs of the BGA Assistant instructor course
D module.
Launchpoint will pay for 50% of the receipted flying on a BGA Assistant instructor course D module and the
associated test up to a maximum of £500 for flying that is completed by 31st September 2022. There is no
restriction on application if BGA Instructor training (Modules -A to C) has already been started.
Ted Lys, was a well-known UK glider pilot who competed in UK National Championships, and in European
Championships as a member of the British Team, from the early 1970s until his untimely death in 1998. His wife
Krystyna and their daughter Karen established awards in his memory. The aims of the awards are to help
qualified UK based pilots to make a rapid advance towards fulfilling personal aspirations in any sphere of
gliding.
Launchpoint replaced the Caroline Trust in 2017 and aims include providing opportunities to experience gliding
and facilitating participants at all stages to expand their horizons in the sport. Applications are open to all. The
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small team of Launchpoint trustees are all actively involved in gliding and administrate the trust as volunteers.
All donations and gifts are allocated to the charity’s beneficiaries, apart from minimal administration costs.
The Caroline Trust Awards have helped over 400 young people by providing bursaries towards pre-solo or
early post-solo flying. Caroline Award bursaries have sparked interest in gliding, resulted in long-term
participation in the sport, and led to careers in aviation. The awards operate on a monthly cycle with a fixed
number allocated each month. Applicants will be asked to write a brief summary of why they should receive the
bursary. Also, to help raise awareness of the Trust and generate further funds, recipients will be encouraged to
write about their activities and how the bursary made a difference to them. All you need to be eligible for a
Caroline Award is a keenness to learn to glide and membership of a British Gliding Association affiliated gliding
club.
https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/ct/caroline-trust-application-form/

My thanks to Graham Garnett for a report on being a British Gliding Team manager :My role as British Gliding Team manager is a volunteer job that involves me sitting on the BGA Competitions
Committee and attending all our winter meetings helping to fine-tune the BGA competition rules and awards
criteria, importantly also to manage the Teams finances and managing the selection of the next season's
international Teams in six classes and three categories and two event types.
The event types are

World Championships and European Championships.

The three categories are.
1. The Senior Team. Unrestricted qualification requirements. Open to all pilots.
2. The Women's Team. Obviously a restricted entry
3. The Junior Team. Restricted to pilots aged 26 or under.
For all the Senior Team events there are six classes. Open Class, 18 meter class, 20 meter two-seater class, 15
meter class, Standard Class and Club Class.
The Women's and Junior World Championships are usually held in either two or three of these classes only.
Two pilots are selected for each class at each event with a wild card entry for Gold medallists in the Junior and
Women's categories to enter an unrestricted World Championships at the next event. Qualification for a place
on the international Teams is based on domestic National gliding competition success and results, usually over
a number of seasons although for a place on a European Championships a previous Nationals winner is given a
priority entry.
My role as Team Manager is
managing this process to
build the Teams for the next
season's International
competitions.
Also, as Team manager, I will
liaise with the Team coaches
and help plan training events
both in the UK and abroad for
Team pilots when these are
needed and able to take
place. I am definitely a cat
herder at times!
One the teams are finally
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decided for each category and class and confirmed and sometimes this can be a process that takes a few
weeks as pilots on a priority list often qualify for more than one class and so need to decide which class they will
enter at an event.
Then, there is usually a few quieter months before the official entry is made to the Competition organisers and
the entry fees are paid, usually at the end of March in the year of the competition.
The Team Manager manages the allocation
of Team funding to the pilots at a time close
to the departure for the competition.
The pilots usually make all their own travel
arrangements but on occasion when there
is a southern hemisphere competition the
Team Manager will manage the process of
getting a shipping container loaded and
transported to a venue on the other side of
the world!

Then for the fun bit!

To the competition itself.

Pilots are expected and required to make sure they and all their equipment is ready in time for travel to the
competition venue.
They have to familiarise themselves with the International rule book the IGC Annex A rules for International
competitions and with the local rules produced by the competition organisation. They all need to find someone
to crew for them. The crews help pre and post-flight each day and if necessary retrieve the pilots from a field if
the pilots need to make a field landing.
The
Team
Managers' job
at the event is
to be the face
of the Team to
the
organisation.
There
should
be no need for
any
official
communication
between
the
pilots and the
competition
organisation
other
than
information
supplied at the
daily task and
weather
briefings.
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All other communication is handled by the Team Manager and any issues the Team have or protests or
anything else is handled by the Team Manager with the organisation.

Usually I can only attend one International event in a year and so part of my main job is to find and appoint
Team Captains to represent the Team at the events I cannot attend.
Then it's time for Tea and medals, a return home and start the whole process again for the following years
International events.

CLUB MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 2021
The BGA Club Management Conference will take place on Sunday 24th October 2021. This event is designed
specifically for club officers. As well as having a very interesting and topical agenda, the event provides great
opportunities for sharing good practice and networking with others from across the BGA.
Club officials will be contacted with further information including booking details.

LEARNING TO GLIDE
Several clubs have reported significant interest from people wanting to learn to glide and now have a waiting
list. There is a similar situation at many flying schools. In one case, a gliding club with a waiting list passed
details onto nearby gliding clubs that had some spare training and membership capacity. Permission was
sought before passing on contact details.
If your club has spare training capacity and is able to take on new members who wish to learn to glide, please
contact the BGA office from where the information will be shared with other clubs.
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TEMPORARY UK-EXPORT OF A SAILPLANE - FOR A GLIDING/FLYING HOLIDAY OR
COMPETITION
See UK & EASA Regulatory Matters in this Newsletter for more information

SAILPLANE GRAND PRIX
The FAI Sailplane Grand Prix organisers are currently receiving bids for national Sailplane Grand Prix events.
The BGA says it would be great to see another Sailplane Grand Prix event take place in the UK as these events
are high profile and specifically structured to allow positive media presentation of our sport.
With a maximum of twenty competitors, there are many clubs who could host an event who would not normally
consider hosting a competition. The event would be part of an International series with media presentation tools
provided to the organiser with great communicating opportunities. The closing date for bids is the end of
October 2021. If any club wants more information, the BGA office office@gliding.co.uk can provide contact
details for Brian Spreckley, who is part of the FAI SGP organising team.

UK NATIONAL COMPETITIONS 2021
If you are interested in learning more about future competitions and awards please contact the BGA office
01162 892956
or email compscommittee@gliding.co.uk
or see https://www.sailplaneandgliding.co.uk/events
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http://www.bhpa.co.uk
From its head office in Leicester the British Hang Gliding and Paragliding Association (BHPA) supports
a country-wide network of recreational clubs and registered schools, and provides the infrastructure
within which hang gliding and paragliding in the United Kingdom (UK) thrive.

NEWS
My thanks to Joe Schofield for the following BHPA report:
The effects of the pandemic have continued to deflate the UK and overseas competitions calendar,
with the World Sport Class Hang Gliding Championships (April), World Paragliding Championships
(May), World Paramotor Championships (June), World Hang Gliding Championships (July) and British
Hang Gliding Championships (August) all cancelled, often at the very last minute. The 2021 World
Paragliding Championships has been rescheduled for October at Loma Bola in Argentina.
Nevertheless there has been good news too. Young BHPA pilots Kiera Wong and Tom Taplin gained
Royal Aero Club Trust bursaries this year.

Kiera, 19, is originally from Germany but now lives in
Eastbourne. Having trained in Sussex two years ago, she plans
to use the bursary to further progress her flying and hopes to
become an instructor in due course. ‘For me,’ she says,
‘learning to fly was the perfect escape from college work.’
Tom, 22 and now at University, has been working towards his
paramotor qualification for a couple of years. ‘Once qualified,’
he says, ‘I'd love to bring more family and friends into the sport
to share my passion.’
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The British Open Series hang gliding event was flown in late June as a week-long XC competition in
the Yorkshire Dales.

Difficult conditions led to
success for only the most
experienced pilots, the
longest (80km) task and
the overall competition
being won by 10-times
British Champion Gordon
Rigg.
(Photo: Katy Cole)

Following cancellation of the British Hang Gliding Championships, a second round of the British Open
Series is being planned for September.
The British Paragliding Championships scheduled for Grand Bornand in France in early July have been
rescheduled for late August at Laragne, France. On the international stage the Paragliding World Cup
series restarted with a competition at Gemona in Italy. The first task saw Brits Seb Ospina in 2nd, Russ
Ogden 4th and Martin Long 6th, and Russ went on to win the next task. After seven tasks, itself an
achievement at Gemona where it often rains, Russ finished in 9th place with Seb Ospina 24th, Martin
Long 37th and Idris Birch 49th.
Meanwhile British paraglider pilots have been keenly embracing the emerging hike-and-fly competition
format and two UK events have emerged as leaders in the field. The two day Dragon event, held in
south-east Wales in early June, saw first-time entrant Hugh Miller lead the survivors from 50 entrants
home.
Two weeks later the X-Lakes
event attracted 35 hardcore
entrants to the tough two-day
version, and many to the
less-demanding
one-day
event.
‘Bud’
Paterson
secured the 2-day win.
Both these events, similar
but with many differences
raised huge amounts of
money for local charities
such as the Mountain
Rescue Association.
(Photo: Stuart Mayson)

The blueprint for the arduous hike-and-fly events is the biennial Red Bull X-Alps race, in which lone
British entrant Steve Bramfitt finished in 16th place overall, only 330km from goal when the clock
stopped 48 hours after the arrival of the winning pilots at the Zell am See finish.
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http://www.bmaa.org
The British Microlight Aircraft Association (BMAA) looks after the interests of microlight pilots and
enthusiasts in the UK. It is an organisation approved by the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) and aims to further
the sport of microlight aviation, keep flying costs down to a minimum for its members and to represent them in
national and international matters relating to microlight sport aviation.

NEWS
BMAA AGM
The BMAA held their AGM on 8th May 2021 once again as a virtual AGM.
My thanks to Norman Burr for his report:
In recent years my AGM reports have tended to get shorter, as members find ways to express themselves
between meetings and the AGMs become largely formal affairs. This year, however, was quite different.
Maybe Covid has got everyone asking questions of themselves, and their association. Whatever the reason,
the 60-80 folk who logged on (and off – people came and went, to make tea, walk the dog, or whatever)
engaged in a lively discussion, culminating in a slot for Gwyn Carwardine at the end to explain his concerns
about the CAA’s Mandatory Occurrence Reporting (MOR) procedures.
Routine business came first, beginning with a general meeting to vote in a change to the association’s articles,
to legalise remote AGMs. That done, the AGM proper rattled efficiently through the reports from Chairman Rob
Hughes, CE Geoff Weighell and Treasurer Derek Lamb, who each summarised issues already detailed in their
contributions to the annual report. In essence, the BMAA has had a much better year than it had dared hope.
Members have remained loyal despite their flying being severely restrained by Covid, the Deddington staff
have played a blinder and kept everything working more smoothly than it had any right to, and the future looks
bright thanks to the imminent arrival of 600kg.
But none of this had looked remotely likely when the first lockdown occurred. Income plummeted and the
Treasurer had to examine a number of “what if” scenarios, the worst of which envisaged the association
fighting for its very survival. In the event, income recovered strongly in the summer and this, plus two
exceptional items in the form of a legacy and the sale of a Build-a-Plane machine, was enough to round out
year-ending August 2020 with a substantial surplus – quite unexpected, but very welcome. Covid apart, the
biggest challenges of the year had been airspace issues and the work involved in introducing 600kg
microlights. However, that work seems to be paying off: at present it looks as though the BMAA is the only
association working to bring new types of aircraft into the UK on the strength of it. The delays at the CAA were
frustrating and were largely due to the change of definition of a microlight, and the implications of that for
existing machines.
Tackling airspace issues needed enormous resources, far beyond what the Deddington staff could provide, so
the BMAA had assembled a team of volunteers and was working with other airsports associations, all of whom
have similar concerns.
Members’ questions came in thick and fast during the General Discussion and included: Were we willing to talk again about a merger with the LAA, to which the answer was yes, but the initiative
would have to come from the LAA, since it was the one which had twice broken off negotiations.
 As the BMAA and the LAA have a gentlemen’s agreement not to poach each other’s machines swapping
from one “register” to the other is frowned upon.
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The Wings Scheme which, though successful, needed development and volunteers are being sought and
there is a form on the website for those interested; and whether instructing experience could count towards a
Wings award: Rob Mott confirmed it already is.
Discussion then moved to the future of the Deddington HQ. Would a rented building be more cost effective
than the present freehold? Did the BMAA need a physical headquarters at all? Owain Johns and Spencer
Harvey both felt it did not, but Geoff Weighell disagreed. Home working was less than ideal: it limited the
interaction needed for technical and project development. Also, physical documentation had to be stored
somewhere. However, he agreed to look at the rent versus ownership balance. Yours truly [Norman Burr]
chipped in at this point and opined that dispensing with a central hub would be a huge mistake; over time it
would lead to loss of efficiency and morale.
Finally in the general discussion, Joan Walsh raised a rather complex point about council election procedures
and potential loss of continuity if there were too many vacancies at once. Rob Hughes agreed to discuss it
after the meeting.
Gwyn Carwardine’s presentation began by saying he was prepared to engage, but wanted things done in
writing. He summarised his microlighting experience of over 30 years, including flexwing instruction, and then
explained that despite the principle behind infringement reporting being a “just culture”, with the object of
improving safety by not assigning blame, this was not happening in practice. He was not against improving
safety, but CAA had to respond fairly, proportionately and legally. No account was being taken of transponder
accuracy, which was only correct to 150ft. Thus a pilot who believed he was flying legally could nevertheless
find himself accused of infringement, as the CAA did not allow for this tolerance and the outcome from
investigations was often inconsistent and disproportionate. There was no appeal against a CAA ruling and he
believed the CAA was not operating within the law; MOR reports were heard in private by a “secret group”, the
Infringements Coordination Group (ICG). Outcomes ranged from a warning letter to an interview which could
lead to further action.
The warning letter about an infringement report asked for information in such a way that it encouraged you to
incriminate yourself, after which the ICG could arbitrarily dish out punishments, including a provisional
suspension. He believed this was the sanction of choice because there was no appeal against it; the proper
route was a CA939 form. The principle of “no blame” was so important that it was written into EU law and the
relevant statute was, despite Brexit, still valid in the UK. So the CAA had no right to use the original report to
determine blame. Not only did the system treat pilots unjustly, it also discouraged engagement. Gwyn believed
transponder usage had reduced as a result. There was no requirement in law for pilots to provide information,
but this right was not explained. Pilots should be innocent until proven guilty and the BMAA to “robustly
challenge” the CAA in conjunction with other associations and to provide legal representation for members.
Rob Hughes and Geoff Weighell both responded. They were not dismissive of Gwyn’s concerns, but were
keen to put them into context. The CAA’s two most common actions, 72% of the total, are either no action or
an advisory letter, suggesting that “just culture’ was being followed. The ICG was not secret – Geoff had been
invited to sit on it – and the CA939 procedure was not appropriate for minor infringements as it took matters
straight to court. Moreover, there is an appeal process, though it is not well explained in CAP1404, despite the
latter’s recent revision. Indeed, in Geoff’s opinion, the language in the CAA’s warning letter was “dreadful, it
frightens people”. He had written his own version of the warning letter and the CAA was currently considering
it. Rob acknowledged that transponder tolerances (125ft not 150ft) were an issue, though it was always open
to the accused to get their unit independently tested, albeit at their own expense.
The CAA maintains it has a legal obligation to investigate MOR, and that a flying licence is a privilege not a
right. Holders must at all times demonstrate that they meet the standard to enjoy that privilege. If a pilot
appears to infringe and then refuses to cooperate, as is his right, the authority has no choice but to work with
the evidence that it has, and remove that privilege. Any illegality would need to be established by a test case.
Gwyn undoubtedly made some points which need addressing for all pilots.

BMAA AWARDS CEREMONY
The BMAA Awards Ceremony will be at the Popham Microlight Trade Show over the weekend of Saturday
14th and Sunday 15th August. Time: TBC
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CEO GEOFF WEIGHELL
BMAA Chief Executive Geoff Weighell is stepping down from his post due to ongoing health issues. Geoff has
been involved in flying for well over 40 years as a microlight pilot, instructor, school owner, examiner, BMAA
Council member and Chairman and, for the past 15 years, as our CE. He will leave his role in mid-October.

“Geoff is too modest to be a salesman, and as a result his many successes and achievements are often
understated,” said BMAA Chairman Rob Hughes.
Geoff’s departure leaves a large, not that Geoff is big lol, hole to be filled and the BMAA are looking for a
CEO to lead the BMAA into the future.

The ideal candidate will:








Have experience in, or an understanding of, the UK microlight (or GA) environment
Have previous management experience at executive governance level
Hold sufficient qualifications or experience to manage the BMAA airworthiness department
Be able to represent BMAA members with regulators and other government departments.
Show initiative and imagination in order to promote microlight flying in the UK
Be a strong communicator, able to establish good working relationships with a wide range
Be able to lead a team of dedicated staff members to maintain high standards

of groups

The position is office based at BMAA HQ in Deddington, Oxfordshire.
The BMAA offers a competitive salary and conditions. If you wish to apply for this position, please contact
Rob Hughes, BMAA Chairman, sportflying@gmail.com for the application information pack and details on
how to apply. The deadline for applications is 11th August 2021.
The BMAA is a member association with an elected board of Directors who oversee BMAA Ltd with a
team of seven full time employees and several contractors.
The BMAA offers a suite of member services with the aim of promoting microlight flying in the UK and is
also contracted to the Civil Aircraft Association to carry out regulatory and technical services for microlight
aircraft in the UK.

BMAA WINGS AWARD SCHEME
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Designed to encourage BMAA members to continue to improve their flight planning, their aircraft handling
skills and their understanding of aviation safety the aim throughout is for the BMAA member to become a safer
and “better pilot”. The wings scheme has four levels of award, Bronze, Silver, Gold And Diamond. To qualify
for each level the pilot will gain achievements from a selection of flight, educational and safety tasks.
There is now a dedicated volunteer team for the Wings Award Scheme. They are:- Steve Uzochukwu, Paul
Watts, Simon Heyes, Andy Oliver, David Cawdery, Greg Burns, Cath Spence, Graeme Blakemore, Jonathan
Chippendall, Hayy Cook, Amanda Lord, Aaron Mercer and Tim Burrow. The team are evaluating the current
system and developing new course content.
New course providers: For strip Skills, Circuit Matters and BMAA Flight Diplomas
TwoTwo Fly (Kent and Cambridgeshire); V1 Flight (Oxford); Mainair Flying School (Manchester); Flight Sport
Aviation (East Sussex; London Airsports Centre (East London), HadAir (Wolverhampton) and Altitude
Airsports (Lancashire).
New Courses:
(Parts 1 and 2): Weather School
iRMT Training: CFS Aero

Oratex Course: The Light Aircraft Company

THE SSDR RALLY POSTPONED
The BMAA ‘Freedom Rally (SSDR)’ at Enstone Airfield, Oxfordshire, PLANNED FOR the weekend of 9th to
11th July 2021 was postponed with, as yet, no alternative date.

ANNUAL MICOLIGHT TRADE SHOW AT POPHAM AIRFIELD
The BMAA have confirmed their stand at Popham Airfield for the Microlight Trade Show Saturday 14th and
Sunday 15th August 2021 and will be holding an open forum for members.

600KG MICROLIGHTS
The CAA is still reviewing UK manufacturing requirements, hopefully this will mean some degree of
harmonisation with non-UK requirements, and could lead to more free flow of aircraft.
The announcement re 600kg microlights was supposed to be in May, then June, and now maybe before the
end of July. It will happen, but there are a few loose ends with rules to be tidied up including the legal
paperwork for the ANO definition to be completed. So hopefully before the end of the summer 

BMAA SOCIAL MEDIA FACEBOOK GROUP
https://www.facebook.com/groups/BMAA1 is for current BMAA members to share thoughts and ideas with
each other and the BMAA office staff. Members can also ask questions or ask for advice.
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https://bmfa.org
The British Model Flying Association (BMFA) is the body elected by the Royal Aero Club to be responsible for
all aspects of flying model aircraft in the UK.
With over 850 clubs and approximately 36,000 members the whole of the UK is administered from the Head
Office. Locally there are 14 "Area" committees which meet periodically and are attended by club delegates who
can, through various channels open to the "Areas", propose changes or additions to the running of the sport
which are then voted upon at Council meetings held at the Head Office. If passed, the changes will be
incorporated in the guidelines produced by the organisation and published in the "BMFA Handbook".

NEWS
My thanks to Martin Dilly for his contributions.
The ramifications of Covid continue to affect the free-flight competition programme; with RAF Barkston Heath
unavailable this year the Free-Flight Nationals, usually a three day event on the late May Bank Holiday, has
turned into a two-day event on Salisbury Plain’s Area 8 at the end of August, with the FAI events run there the
following weekend, Sept. 4/5th.
However, the late May Bank Holiday did see a contest on Area 8, the London Gala providing their first serious
airing for a year or more for many competitors in what turned out to be near-perfect weather, resulting in a crop of
peeling noses and sudden unexpected tans. Several people were using the occasion to sort out the trim on new
models, no less than three F1C folding-wing engine-powered models being put through their paces.

Ken Faux’s model box is built from Kevlar and honeycomb and holds five complete F1C models

This class presents what’s probably a unique design challenge; the aircraft has to climb in a low drag
configuration to reach the maximum possible height in the 4 seconds allowed for the engine run, and then convert
to a slow-flying glider.
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Adrian Peters’s F1C Ukrainian-built folder starts
its four second vertical climb before the white
outer wing panels unfold.

Peter Watson launches an
E-36 electric model on Area 8

One approach is to fold the polyhedralled wing so that it is close to a symmetrical low aspect ratio airfoil during
the vertical climb and then, as the engine stops, it opens to become an under-cambered high aspect ratio wing.
Glides of around 6 minutes are possible in still air (whatever that is!) from four seconds from the 2.5 cm3 engine
running at 32.000 rpm.
GREAT BRITAIN RADIO CONTROLLED AEROBATIC ASSOCIATION
My thanks to Ashley Hoyland for this report:The British Model Flying Association (BMFA) caters for the needs of its 35000 members in a wide range of
disciplines from flying indoors with very light free flight models to a whole diversity of model types flown outdoors.
Many aeromodellers will fly for their own pleasure and for many seeing a model take to the air and land safely is
enough. However some pilots wish to dedicate their time to practice to fly in competitions, and may eventually
represent the United Kingdom in their chosen area of model flying, detailed specialist knowledge and dedicated
practice is paramount and in many cases hours of flying practice are needed.

Matt Hoyland: Hoyland F3A National
Champion 2014 – 2019

The GBR team 2013 in South Africa at the World Championship

Since 1979 the Great Britain Radio Control Aerobatic Association is one area of model flying that has its own
specialist body status within the BMFA for those who wish to fly FAI F3a precision aerobatics to an international
standard. Competitions are organised on many weekends through the summer.
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Although the FAI agree the International schedules for the top flyers the GBRCAA recognise that to achieve that
skill level, practice is required at all levels of ability and therefor provide beginner schedules for pilots to progress
through our leagues.
The models have to be less than 2 metres in all dimensions and have a take-off weight of less than 5 Kgs. Some
pilots still use the internal combustion engine which has been developed to a very high standard by the YS
Company of Japan, (these models are weighed without fuel). This is a four stroke supercharged direct injection
engine, running on a high content of nitromethane/methanol fuel mix but uses spark ignition instead of the usual
glow plug. Over recent years there has been a transition to use electric power in many guises. Usually an
electric motor of just under 3 Kw running from ten cell Lithium Polymer batteries giving around 40 volts at a
capacity of about 5 amps will be sufficient to complete one 8 minute international aerobatic flying schedule.

Nine times World Champion, Christophe Paysant-Le Roux (FRA) uses the YS 200 IC motor
in his own designed models made by Hui Yang in Shanghai.

Many pilots opt to use a contra rotating propeller system to give a more constant flying speed and this helps to
slow the model when flying in a down line. One of the prime standards is to fly at the same speed through the
eight minute sequence of manoeuvres no matter what attitude the model is in, or indeed whatever the weather.

A typical scene at the British National Championships

The models are flown at a distance or 150 metres (on the centre line) from the pilot in an imaginary box some
519.7 metres long by 260 metres high. The schedule is a sequence of 19 continuous manoeuvres with central
manoeuvres performed on the centre line of the ‘box’ and end manoeuvres as a turnaround manoeuvre at each
end. Each manoeuvre is marked out of ten with a K factor for the more difficult ones which may include integrated
rolling and looping manoeuvres.
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The first four manoeuvres in the current FAI preliminary schedule starting on the centre line are: Vertical eight
with half roll in and out, then inside the ‘box’ end marker, a stall turn with two of four point roll in the centre of the
down line: on centre a square loop on corner with half rolls in the centre of lines 2 and 4: at the other end of the
‘box’ a figure 9 with half rolls opposite again in the centre of the down line ... and so on. Top pilots may fly 500 of
these schedules a year in practice to fly for a team place.

League competitions are hosted by accommodating clubs around the country

The pandemic has halted all international competitions but we are now doing all we can with the precautionary
restrictions to have a full complement of our league and national competitions this year. For more information visit
our web site at gbrcaa.org or email me at: ahoyland@btinternet.com or pro@gbrcaa.org
This year’s Free Flight World Championships, scheduled in France this August, have been postponed till
2023. This has caused much angst among those who have come to regard a visit to Poitou at that time of year for
Les Journées Internationales de Vol Libre en Poitou or for the Championships as an excuse to enjoy the scenery,
civilisation and food of a superb part of France, where aviation is regarded as A Good Thing, rather than
something to complain about.
My thanks to Andy Symons for this report:
Hopefully by the time you are reading this we will have a very good idea what any remaining COVID restrictions
will be, however it has been great to see the return of some shows, contests and club events over the past couple
of months. In fact I made an effort to tear myself away from my desk to visit a couple of club events.

Charlie Lee and some of the team at Keighley and District Model
Aircraft Club have been renovating a trailer and converting it into
a tow along BBQ to use at their club events. And Charlie ensures
there is plenty of brunch to go around The BBQ trailer made its
debut at a club Brunch Fly-in to which the club very kindly invited
me along.
Now those that know me well will tell you that I will do just about
anything for a bacon and egg butty so along I went to see the
trailer (and Charlie) in action.
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The brunch fly-in was a great success with many members making the first visit to the field for the year and also
bringing along family members. It is a prime example of the type of activity that can help a club develop a real
family atmosphere and become more than just a model flying club but a genuine social club. Well done KADMAC
once again!

FORTHCOMING 2021 CONTESTS & EVENTS
For the BMFA Events Calendar check out https://bmfa.org/Contests-Events/Contest-and-Event-Calendar where
you can find details of your local affiliated club and when they meet and what you can fly there, be it as a
complete novice or an advanced flyer.
SAM 35 FREE FLIGHT COMPETITIONS http://sam35.org.uk
MODEL HELICOPTER COMPETITIONS: http://www.3dchampionship.co.uk

BMFA WEBSITE https://bmfa.org
BRITISH DRONE FLYERS ASSOCIATION

https://britishdroneflyers.org/
2021 has seen the BMFA has establish the BDF as a 'drone targeted' BMFA Membership, to try and appeal to
the large number of recreational drone users out there for whom the 'standard' BMFA membership doesn't feel
relevant (for instance, they perhaps don't want to receive a magazine about model aircraft, so they'll instead
receive a 'drone' related electronic newsletter). The CAA has over 210K people registered with them as operators
of unmanned aircraft, of which only 30K are BMFA members. The aim of the BDF is to attract some of the other
180K by providing them with excellent (and developing) membership benefits.
The BDF’s objectives are the promotion, protection, organisation and encouragement of safe and lawful
recreational drone flying and development in all its aspects in the United Kingdom, through the medium of clubs
and individual members; assistance and guidance to clubs or individuals; collaboration between members and
co-operation on behalf of members with the Civil Aviation Authority or other government departments and any
other bodies and organisations in the United Kingdom and overseas.
Benefits of BDF Membership
Insurance cover – a class leading package including £25 million liability insurance cover and £35K personal
accident cover for non-commercial flights within the Open Category of CAP 722 or the BMFA Article 16
Authorisation.
CAA Operator Registration - made easy as part of our membership process.
The British Drone Flyers Newsletter emailed out to you 6 times a year and access to download the BMFA
NEWS – for details of everything happening in our wider unmanned aircraft community
Access to the British Drone Flyers Rewards and Savings Scheme https://britishdroneflyers.org/rewards-scheme
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Access to the BMFA Achievement Scheme – dedicated to raising flying standards and safety whilst making
learning fun. See https://achievements.bmfa.uk
Access to competitions – British Drone Flyer membership provides access to local, national, and international
model aircraft and drone flying contests.
Professional Back up - the BMFA 'Drone Team' are there to provide help and assistance.
Guidance – The BMFA publishes an extensive range of guidance material to help members have fun, fly safely,
and remain within the law. See https://rcc.bmfa.uk/
Representation of the recreational unmanned aircraft community at the highest level for almost a century.
With British Drone Flyer Rewards, there are loads of savings you can make on everyday essentials including
food shopping, clothes, home-ware, health and fitness, motoring and much more. You’ll be surprised how quickly
your savings can stack up so we want to show you how easy it is to save yourself £100s every year if you use
British Drone Flyer Rewards to its full potential.
https://www.bdf-rewards.co.uk
Chris Bradbury is the BDF Drone Support Officer. He got
involved as has a passion for all things model, from cars and
boats, to planes, helicopters and obviously drones. He’s been
involved with the BMFA for many years on the Achievement
Scheme Review Committee, having previously written the
Achievement Scheme tests for Multirotors even before that,
as well as being involved with previous FPV Committees.
Outside of the BMFA he runs Altitude Aerial Photography Ltd,
so has a long background in operating drones both
recreationally, but as a business too. He thinks having a foot
in each camp as it were, makes him sympathetic to all sides
of all of the disciplines, as he flys helicopters, planes,
multirotors and more and currently helps the NW area as one
of their ACE’s.
When it comes to drones, there is an element of the membership that will fly them as well as conventional model
aircraft, but also a percentage where it is all they fly. So he is well suited to help all.
See the Member Profile section in this Newsletter to read more about Chris.
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THE BRITISH DRONE RACING ASSOCIATION (BDRA)

https://bdra.uk
The BDRA is a not for profit organisation. Run by FPV pilot formed to promote the sport of FPV racing and multi
rotors in general. Their aim is to develop the sport and give FPV pilots a voice within the model aircraft world as a
specialist organisation under the BMFA.
My thanks to Andy Symons for this report:

HULL FPV club hosted a Team selection event for the Great Britain F9U drone racing team. Conditions weren’t
ideal, quite a windy day but the organisers and competitors were completely undeterred. 22 pilots assembled to
race around the 300 m course which consisted of a mixture of turn flags, square and circular gates a ladder
section and a dive gate.
Manning race control for the event was BDRA Chairman Will
Annison who kept things ticking along nicely with a quick
turnaround between each race.
Each race lasted 2 minutes or 6 laps (whichever came first) so
you can imagine how quick the racing drones are moving around
the twisting and turning course.
It also explains why I have hundreds of pictures of race gates but
only a handful of a race gates with drones flying through them.
Well that’s my excuse and I’m sticking to it.

The format used certainly gives everyone plenty of racing time for all, in total there were 67 races, 11 Qualifying
rounds, each with 5 heats of 5 pilots followed by 12 further races, each with 6 pilots to determine the final results.
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Congratulations to the overall winner Saul Irving (SAUL FPV) who was pushed all the way by Alex Kubrak in
second place with Jacob Blakemore in third. Very well done to all concerned.
My thanks to Jamie Cole, BDRA’s Technical Director for his report on “Getting into Drone Racing”.
Drone Racing is an ever-growing side of the aeromodelling hobby and is very much recognised as a sport it in its
own right.

Many people ask us here at the British Drone Racing Association (BDRA) how they can get started with Drone
Racing – or how they find their first race to attend – which hopefully the points below will assist with.
Where do you find practice events, races or generally other people in my area interested in Drone
Racing?
The BDRA website is a great place to start at www.bdra.uk where all national qualifying events (which feed into
the National Leader Board for the end of year championships) are listed there as well as links on how to sign up
to compete.

Other than that – take to social media, particularly Facebook, and join the 2 main FPV Racing groups for the UK these are called FPV Racing UK and UK FPV Racing & Freestyle. Post up in these groups with your general
location and other drone pilots may then point you towards smaller, local, groups where race events are held.
No one into Drone Racing close to me – How do I get started?
You can start very basic with getting yourself a few race gates, cones and flags – and hopefully a friendly local
landowner! Race gates and flags can be made in a ‘DIY style’ with PVC tubes and some old banners or fabric
attached – or you can buy gates from various online sources with ‘tent pole’ like construction.
Cones to mark the track out are also useful – and usually, it's only a stack of the ‘football’ style cones that are
needed that can be picked up relatively cheaply online. White is usually the chosen colour as these can be seen
easily in the FPV camera.
Once you get started, trust us, other people will find you, as the saying goes ‘build it and they will come’.
What type of drone do I need to compete in Drone Racing?
A ‘race drone’ is the preferred equipment for Drone Racing. These tend to be built up of parts that the pilot has
selected. Sadly, mainstream drone equipment – such as the off the shelf products from DJI – do not have the
durability or systems capability to take part in a drone race.
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There are both pre-built and ‘kit’ options to building a racing drone – but you very quickly learn how to fix them if
you buy a pre-built model! As a general rule of thumb, as the drone has an analogue 5.8ghz video transmitter
(VTx), 2.4GHz or 868Mhz control system has a prop size of 6 inches or under and carrying less than a 6S (6 cell
battery pack) then you are good to go.
Support of digital video systems – such as those produced by DJI and Fat Shark – are still in their infancy when it
comes to ‘group flying’ and the BDRA are running test events this year to assess their suitability for use in race
environments for the 2022 season.
Ensure you know the basic settings of your drone/quadcopter kit.
As part of sign-in at any race event you will attend, and even for etiquette at local clubs or race meets, you should
be familiar with changing your Video Transmitter (VTX) channel and power on your equipment to not interfere
with other pilots. Failsafe from your Transmitter should also be set to ‘cut’ motors – so if you ever lose connection
to your race drone it will gracefully drop from the sky rather than going full throttle into the blue yonder!
How can I give Drone Racing a try without worrying about breaking my drone?
Do not fear – the simulator world of Drone Racing is too ever-growing and there are some great simulators out
there for both PC and Game Consoles. Just some of the simulators favoured by pilots are VelociDrone, Lift Off,
Rotor Rush, Drone Racing League (DRL) and Drone Champions League (DCL – The Game).
All these simulators should allow you to connect your Transmitter to them (certainly if running the PC based
versions) so you can build up that ‘muscle memory in your fingertips to get ready for real-world racing.
Some of these simulators even hold competitions in the ‘virtual world’ for either prizes or a seat at a real-world
race event. These simulators are used by newbies and pro’s alike!
I am ready for a race – what should I know for my first race day?
Drone race days tend to be a relatively laid-back affair full of friendly people who will help you through your first
few races.
The race organisers will send you out a Pilot Pack around 1-2 weeks before the event –please ensure you read
this thoroughly especially if it's your first event with that particular organiser. Familiarise yourself with your initial
heat and VTx channel, who your spotter will be (this is usually the person on your VTx channel in the heat after
you) and any safety messages included.
For a couple of the basics – head back to point 3 above around Failsafe and VTx settings requirements – as you
will need to demonstrate the usage of these at check-in and throughout a race day.
Safety rules are mainly common sense – such as no arming of your drones in the pit area or on the flight line
whilst other pilots are setting up their drone for a race. You will also need to ensure you have public liability
insurance – which of course is provided as part of a membership with the BMFA.
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How much does attending a drone race cost?
BDRA National Qualifying events vary between £25-£35 depending on the organisers and the venues they are
held at. Any BDRA events have at least a £2 per event discount for BDRA members (which costs just £10 per
year)
Fun Fly events – such as those held by local groups – can be £5-20 again depending on the venue, event length
and how complex their track equipment and race session/day offering is.
Some local clubs run their yearly membership packages and have set days/evenings every week (particularly
through the summer months) where everyone pitches in to help setup a track and have a good few hours of
racing. Refer back to Point 1 above to find out where you may be able to fly locally.

Drone racing is growing and a record numbers of pilots are in the BDRA who always seems to be something
coming up to make people go WOW!
If you would like any more information on drone racing then please see https://bdra.uk or visit their Facebook
page
https://www.facebook.com/BritishDroneRacing/?ref=search&__tn__=%2Cd%2CP-R&eid=ARANICP1FhVb5kHPF4PpbKQvYz4Jz_kqz_PGpUznrbNUS0FBGudA43Zt86RxdYunsZ36ChNvg43T7-1
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http://www.precisionflying.co.uk
Responsible for the promotion and day-to-day running of Rally and Precision Flying competitions within the
UK and the selection of pilots and crew to represent Great Britain at international competitions organised
under the auspices of the Fédération Aéronautique Internationale (FAI).
VFR navigation skills developed during the Private Pilots Licence (PPL) course are all too quickly forgotten
as reliance is placed on GPS systems. Check out our video https://vimeo.com/57272236
New members, flying and non-flying, are always welcome. Contact http://www.precisionflying.co.uk for further
information.

NEWS
BPPA pilot Martin Leusby wrote a couple of novellas during the lockdown. One, a crime drama focused on
the GA scene in the UK and Europe. Martin flys a C172 G-which he has owned for more than 34 years and
has visited more than 400 airfields, as well as competing with Team GB in World Rally and Precision
Championships; in Top Nav and other competitions and generally finding any way to fly.
His “The Airborne Ghost” a story of General Aviation drug
smuggling through Europe is set in the immediate post-Covid
era and is entertainingly and is a thoroughly good read. Both
place names, and indeed many of the characters are real,
some of whom may be familiar to many GA aviators.
His “Pilots Progress- the highs and lows of a single engine
flyer”, for which I was given strict instructions not to search out
my name and to start at the beginning, records his love of
aviation.
The trials and tribulations, whilst progressing from a novice to
an experienced aviator who has flown for his country and who
recently became one of the first Community Policing
Volunteers (Aviation) – a new role in UK. Pilots Progress
features Martin’s strivings to improve both his skills and his
trusted aircraft and tells of adventures and fun along the way.

Another very enjoyable read and I look forward to more of his novellas
even though we’re out of the hopefully last Covid lockdown and we
currently have very blue skies.
“Airborne Ghost”, £5 plus £1.50 postage
“Pilots Progress”, £7.50 plus £1.50 postage
or
£12.50 + £2 for both books available direct from Martin via
martin@leusby@outlook.com
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2020 FAI WORLD RALLY FLYING CHAMPIONSHIPS
The BPPA regrets that the World Rally Flying Championships, due to be held at Stellenbosch, South Africa in
November, have been cancelled, but entirely understands the reasons.
It is likely therefore that the next world championships will be the Precision event scheduled for 2022 in
France.
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BRITISH SKYDIVING
www.britishskydiving.org
The British Skydiving and controls all aspects of skydiving on behalf of the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA). They
are a democratic, not-for-profit organisation of individuals whose purpose is to organise, govern and further the
advancement of Skydiving in the UK.
Skydiving is one of today's most exciting sports. Dynamic and colourful, it offers mastery of the air and the
freedom to make the skies your own! Enjoyment, exhilaration and limitless challenge are available even to the
absolute beginner. And at its highest level, skydiving is an intensely competitive sport which requires finely
tuned skills, intimate knowledge of the air and perfect body control. Many of their teams and individuals compete
at international level and have received numerous medals and world records.

NEWS
My thanks to Angel Fernandez for his report

British Skydiving Membership Numbers 2019/2020
The British Skydiving membership year runs from April 1 to March 31 the following year. Membership totals for
the membership year of April 1 2019 to March 31 2020 compared with 2018/19 are:
2019/20
Full
3,370
Temporary
927
(Including Joint Services
Adventurous Training)
Student Provisional
23,490

2018/2019
4,0927
2,429

56,480

Weather is always a factor, sometimes a significant one, in year-on-year variance. However, 2019/2020 was
affected by the COVID pandemic and the government restrictions placed upon PTO’s.

BRITISH SKYDIVING STARS
Nominations for the British Skydiving Star Awards 2021 are now open. We’re inviting A Licence holders and
above to tell us about great service, over and above the norm, that they have received from other British
Skydiving Members – Service that deserves To Achieve Recognition.
Visit the website for full details and to nominate online: https://britishskydiving.org/british-skydiving-star
Nominations remain open until Friday 3 December 2021
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Entries are invited for safety initiatives that may be physical or psychological, managerial or mechanical,
ergonomic or educational – any kind of initiative that improves safety in sport parachuting. The challenge is to
impress the judging panel, which will consist of experts in sport parachuting safety, occupational safety and risk
management.
The winner will be the proud custodian of the British Skydiving Romero Safety Innovation Trophy for a year and
they will also receive a cash prize of £5,000 kindly donated by Romero Sports and Leisure, British Skydiving’s
insurance broker, as part of their risk management activities in our sport.
Closing date for entries is 1 November 2021. Visit https://britishskydiving.org/safety-innovation-award for full
details on how to submit your entry.

SKYDIVE THE EXPO 2022
As we go to press the British Skydiving team are busy organising Skydive the Expo 2022. With COVID
restrictions relaxing we are hopeful that the event will go ahead as planned.
As in previous years the Expo will be held on the day of the AGM, Saturday 29 January 2022, at EMCC
Nottingham (NG7 2RJ). There'll be great content for you to share in, and contribute to, our passion for inspiring
and growing the skydiving community.
Enjoy the exhibition, prizes, seminars, surprises and, most of all, the camaraderie of skydivers' biggest gettogether of the year. We are still planning for the Annual Gala Dinner, entertainment and party that will go on
well into the night! We will of course provide further updates in the RAeC Newsletter autumn issue but also
keep an eye on the Expo website at https://britishskydiving.org/expo
Friday 28 January will be an Industry Day consisting of a number of seminars, including CPD sessions, and
exhibition space where DZ operators, Cls, Instructors and Riggers can meet and network with manufacturers.
Our exhibition partners, Eventpro UK, will once again be organising the exhibition and will be in touch with this
year's exhibitors directly.
If you are a potential new exhibitor, please contact Marie Moss at Eventpro UK on 01509 610452 or
marie@skydivetheexpo.com Sponsorship opportunities are also available, so please enquire.
We already have some incredible speakers lined up, however, If you'd like to offer a 5O-minute seminar for
presentation at the Expo or have a topic you'd love to hear a presentation about, please email us on
info@britishskydiving.org
headed 'Expo seminars', Seminars should be inspirational, educational or
celebratory.
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LET’S GET READY TO RUMBLE!
British Skydiving is proud to announce, that through a Membership Development Committee initiative, we are
supporting Brian Cumming's Rookie Rumble 2021 to be held on 10-11 Sept at Skydive Langar.






Rookie Rumble is a fun, friendly, grassroots, 3-way FS competition for newly qualified skydivers from any
Dropzone.
Three flyers per team
Two 'rookies' per team
One coach per team
Forty 'rookie' competitors in total
Twenty teams
Six rounds
Two days
Epic prizes
One winner
In each round competitors jump with a different rookie teammate and a different coach. Everyone carries their
individual score through the event. The person with the most points is the champion. There can be only one.
Who will be the champion? Will the trophy stay at Skydive Hinton? Will bragging rights head to another DZ? Or
back to Langar? Will someone please take a wooden spoon from Angel!
As we go to press this popular event is booking up fast - Find out more: http://www.rookierumble.uk

BRITISH COLLEGIATE PARACHUTE ASSOCIATION (BCPA)
https://www.bcpa.org.uk

The BCPA is a volunteer-run, non-profit organisation, set up for the purpose of promoting skydiving at a
collegiate level. The committee is voted in every year at the AGM, held on the weekend of BCPA Nationals, and
positions include Chair, Vice Chair, Events Coordinator, Tour Organiser and Club Liaison. Want to get involved?
Email mail@bcpa.org.uk to find out more.
There are over 30 affiliated university clubs where like-minded people can jump, compete and most importantly
socialise with! Members range from "freshers" who have only recently done their first jump to graduates with
hundreds of jumps who help film, coach and organise at BCPA events.
The BCPA co-ordinates annual inter-university leagues to allow clubs to compete against each other both in
competition (3-way, freefly and accuracy) as well as club achievements (such as obtaining Cat-8 or FS1). This
culminates in an awards ceremony at the BCPA Nationals in the summer. Many clubs find that success here
can help to convince their university to allocate them more funding for the subsequent year!
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https://www.fsdp.co.uk
The aim of the Charity is to help disabled people discover their true potential through the mental and
physical stimulation of learning to fly a light aircraft. The challenges they face and overcome help them to
find new confidence and self-esteem in rising above their own personal life difficulties, and help them to
view their future with greater self-assurance.
Since the scheme began nearly 400 disabled people have benefited from learning to fly.

2021 SCHOLARSHIPS
The 2021 recipients are:Scott MacLeod from the Western Isles of Scotland
Simon Gillespie-Khan from Greater Manchester
Tim Mabon from Shropshire
Fleur O’Reilly from Berkshire
David Follett from Devon
Will Behenna from Dorset
Matthew Williamson from Warwickshire
Philip Marlow from Somerset
Sheeba Mir from the West Midlands
Arthur Moan from Cheshire
Yvonne McCarthy from Lancashire
Albert Thomson from Lincolnshire and
Lotty Hart from Cambridgshire

The successful applicants for this year’s Flying Scholarships for Disabled People (FSDP) attended
Kemble airfield last month to complete Medicals, Aircraft Assessments and to be briefed on the
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challenges ahead. As with most charities, FSDP’s activities have been hard hit by the effects of the
COVID 19 pandemic. Last year, due to the restrictions in place, it was not possible to carry out any
training or award scholarships. This year, however, epitomising the can-do attitude of the charity’s
inspirational figurehead, the late Group Captain Sir Douglas Bader, an on-line selection process was
instigated replacing the usual three day event at RAFC Cranwell.
As part of the usual selection process, scholars would undergo medicals and aircraft assessments at
Cranwell, so this year an alternative was sought. Kemble airfield was selected as a base for a two day
programme utilising a local Surgery to facilitate the medicals overseen by the FSDP team of AMEs and
medics. Aircraft assessments were also carried out on site, paying particular attention to making the
process COVID safe.
Guy Bowen, FSDP’s Chairman, commented, "The whole FSDP team have pulled together to make this
happen and provide a memorable event for our scholars, their first step on the road to getting airborne.
We’re all very excited to see the Scholarship Programme back on track"
The event at Kemble also provided an opportunity to introduce the scholars to life on a General Aviation
airfield and to amaze them with unexpected visits from two T-6c Texan T1s from RAF Valley and a
Chinook from RAF Odiham which added some military spice to the day.
The scholars now move onto their flying training at one of our fantastic flying schools - Kemble,
Turweston, Gloucester or Compton Abbas, completing a challenging three to four weeks of flying and
ground school which will hopefully build confidence and self-esteem whilst providing a life changing
aviation experience.

THE BIG WING

Designed by FSDP Scholars for FSDP Scholars THE BIG WING aims to bring the whole FSDP together
in one place. No matter where you are on your flying journey BIG WING will be an amazing source of
information; to share experiences and support and to FSDP to listen and talk to Scholars, both past and
present. All FSDP ex-scholars and key supporters will be able to order their FREE THE BIG WING Tshirt. If you are a Scholar, you will have a coloured version depending on your year of scholarship, eg
pale blue for 2010 – 2019, orange for 2000 – 2009, black for 1983-1999T-shirts are unisex and you can
choose your size.
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The aim of Flying Scholarships for Disabled People is to challenge and inspire; build up confidence,
self-esteem and future aspirations and FSDP aim to get as many disabled people in the air in 2021 as
they possibly can, Covid regulations permitting, in order to change their lives through the exhilaration
and freedom of the air!
Scholarships are undertaken at Flying Schools in the UK and are of three or four-weeks duration and will
include a maximum of 16 or 21 hours flying tuition with associated ground schools in either a PA-28 or a
Microlight. The costs of flying training, ground school, accommodation and food are all covered. The
scholars are responsible for their own travel costs and it is essential that they have their own vehicle to
get to and from the Flying School.
Scholars usually go in groups of two, so it is important to emphasise that the ability to interact with
people who they may only have met briefly at Cranwell is vital. The main objective of the scholarship is
to provide a life changing experience and an improvement in both their confidence and self-esteem.
Scholarships commence with a scholar’s seminar near the end of April, during which scholars are
introduced to their instructors and scholar training partner(s).
You can apply for a FSDP scholarship if you are:
Between 18 and 70 years of age
Weigh 115 kgs or below (230 lbs)
Resident in the UK
Allowed to drive by the DVLA
Complete the online interest form: https://www.fsdp.co.uk/apply Whether a candidate is successful or
not in being awarded a scholarship they gain an awful lot through the process and often continue to stay
in contact with FSDP and new friends made.
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http://formulaairracing.com
FARA (The Formula Air Racing Association) is the recognised official governing body and sanctioning
authority for Formula Air Racing disciplines. It is the governing body in the UK for the sport known as formula one
air racing and, in cooperation with the American IF1 and French APAF associations it sanctions those air races
around the world in the official Air Race 1 World Cup series. FARA is also the international sanctioning body for
the new electric air racing formula, Air Race E.
The series is run by Air Race Events and led by world-leading air racing promoter Jeff Zaltman, the man behind
the globally successful Air Race 1 series (the gasoline-powered equivalent) and is open to any team with the
necessary qualifications according to the rules of the sport and Formula Air Racing Association (FARA) will work
closely with registered teams to ensure competing pilots are certified to race as part of the future qualification
process.

NEWS
Air Race E making strides on path to first-ever electric race plane flight

Air Race E continues to close in on its historic first-ever electric race plane flight, scheduled to take place later
this year.
A large number of engineers, mechanics, designers and volunteers across several different teams have been
working for months to develop the technology needed to pull off this unique aviation feat.
In particular, two outfits have made considerable progress towards this goal with the Nordic Air Racing Team and
Team Pie Aeronefs vying to claim first-flight honours.
Progress Update
“During Spring, while following the other teams on social media and interacting with the Air Race E staff, we
realised that we were in a good position to fly sooner than some of the other teams,” said Pierre Dussaux,
Sponsoring and Communications Manager of Nordic Air Racing Team,
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when asked about their status in early June. “We remain calm about it though, as developing a race plane is a
long and painstaking task that is full of unknowns that can incur delay”.

The Norway-based Nordic Air Racing Team are working on a
specifically converted Cassutt IIIM formula race plan, and the
squad are positive about their progress despite several delays.
“So far, the progress has been good, although the assembly of
the powertrain in our modified Cassutt has had us face several
issues that we did not anticipate during the design process.

However, we keep working
day and night on the plane
to be able to get it in the air
and test it as soon as
possible,”
said
Thomas
Brødreskift,
Nordic
Air
Racing
Team
Principal,
Mechanical Integration and
Project Manager.

Likewise, Team Pie Aeronefs have also experienced setbacks but the Swiss organisation are unruffled by this.

Speaking in early June, Team Pie Aeronefs Chief Executive Officer and Technical Director Marc Umbricht said
“My focus has always been to develop the best race plane we could make. As such, being first has not been a top
priority. The fact that we might be first is a welcome surprise!
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“We have had some minor delays in
milling our moulds, but now we’re back on
track and our mill is turning almost full
time.
Our batteries are getting ready for final
assembly and testing (including a subscale fire test of the whole system), and
our wing is almost ready to be closed.
Our tail will be manufactured over the
course of the next few weeks, and then
we will be laminating the fuselage.”

Predicting Performance
Air Race E’s Official Simulation Software Partner Ansys have helped to advance the process of aircraft
electrification by making simulation software, training and consultation available to the competing teams.
Ansys’s comprehensive suite of multiphysics simulation tools have been used to address some of the toughest
engineering challenges the Air Race E teams will face, although that doesn’t mean that construction has been
simple or predictable.
“The tools we use to simulate the aircraft in flight are very good at determining aerodynamic stability and
structural loading, both of which critical to safe flight,” said Umbricht (Team Pie Aeronefs) “Though to determine
drag, which is the key parameter for estimating the performance of our aircraft, we have various statistical models
and estimates but the actual top speed will be a bit of a surprise.”
Dussaux (Nordic Air Racing Team) said: “When entering the Air Race E adventure, we took the conservative
approach of using a pre-existing combustion-engine aircraft and converting it into an electric one. This approach
allows us to make only slight modifications to the aerodynamics of our plane. We also made sure to keep the
weight and balance of the aircraft as close to the original plane as possible, thus making it less unpredictable
during the testing phase.
We now have a long list of ground tests to perform to make sure that the new powertrain operates as planned
and that the pilot’s safety is guaranteed. Those checks include spinning the propeller at various speeds on battery
power, checking that our power electronics behave properly, that our battery and engine cooling systems are
nominal, that the Battery Management System is fully operational, and that all our sensors feed continuous and
reliable data to the pilot and to the engineering team.
High speed taxiing on the runway will bring the plane to an almost-flying configuration, while giving the
opportunity for the pilot to gain confidence in the plane and anticipate some later in-flight behaviour. That will be
the last step before we can lift off!”
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Lessons learned
Brødreskift (Nordic Air Racing Team) said: “Considering it is the first year, I would recommend teams to keep
simple design solutions in mind, and if possible, re-use a lot of well-known and tested components. It does not
mean that the performance will be degraded, and with these electric powertrains I am sure we are going to be
able to provide the world with a spectacular experience, very different to what has ever been seen before.
“The most important thing this year is to be able to compete, with planes that have had enough time to be tested
before, in order to guarantee a high level of safety and be able to cross the finish line. If we can make that
happen, we will have a lot of opportunities to refine our technological choices and bring cutting-edge solutions for
this sport to become a reference in aerospace technology.” Umbricht (Pie Aeronefs) said: “Assemble the right
team. With the right people around you, you can build anything. Be prepared to completely change your designs
when something is not working, but don’t hesitate to start making something that you know is good enough – and
use a good versioning software!”
Looking forward
Air Race E intends to carry out the maiden electric race plane flight at an undisclosed location later this summer,
ahead of the inaugural championship getting underway in 2022. Progress is ongoing towards this milestone, so
follow Air Race E on social media to keep up to date with all the latest news.

For more information about FARA go to https://airracee.com
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http://www.hcgb.co.uk
The HCGB membership represents almost all of the private helicopter owners and pilots in the UK and actively encourages
social flying and many members regularly participate in the organised events as well as organising an annual calendar of
events ranging from lunch fly-ins, cross channel weekends, visits to military establishments and breweries and covering just
about anything you can think of doing. The HCGB was founded in 1966 to promote the sporting and social use of helicopters
but in recent years the HCGB has come to the fore in defending freedom to fly from new restrictions and expensive &
unnecessary equipment requirements.
Members of the HCGB form the British Helicopter Team and compete nationally and internationally in the World Helicopter
Championship and the Helicopter World Cup both at home and overseas. Annually the HCGB holds its own UK competition
event.

NEWS
Sunday 25th of July saw the return to the social calendar after the Covid enforced break. The HCGB was hosted
by a member in Ansty, Salisbury. Several helicopters attended and there was also a tour of some classic Porsche
cars.

A full calendar of events will now follow through to the end of September. Anyone wishing further details should
contact the Club via www.hcgb.co.uk
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http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk
The Light Aircraft Association (LAA) was established just after the end of World War Two with the aim of ensuring
that recreational aviation was affordably available to the man in the street. Pre-war it had predominantly been the
preserve of the better off.

NEWS

2021 LAA RALLY
A note for your diaries for 3rd, 4th and 5th September 2021. Next year’s Sywell rally will celebrate the 75th
Anniversary of the formation of the LAA’s predecessor, the Ultra-Light Aircraft Association in 1946. It will be both
a celebration and a welcome reunion of those who can’t get together this year. It will be one heck of a party!

LAA HQ
The LAA offices are still closed to visitors, other than by appointment, dropping off documentation or picking up
merchandise. Permit renewals etc will continue to be processed, but as many staff are home-working it is
recommend that you contact LAA by email: office office@laa.uk.com or engineering engineering@laa.uk.com

FAI AVIATION ART CONTEST FOR YOUNG PEOPLE 2022
DESIGN YOUR PERFECT AIRCRAFT
It’s back! After a year of lockdown, the
Light Aircraft Association and the Guild of
Aviation Artists are facilitating the UK’s
5th Art Contest for 6-17 year old young
people with the closing date for entries
31st January 2022.
Prizes in each age category (6-9, 10-13,
14-17) include art equipment, a flight in a
light aircraft and opportunities to meet the
UK’s top aviation artists at a GAvA event
in London.

With the theme of ‘Design your perfect
aircraft’ chosen for the 2022 competition,
it is hoped that the youngsters will be inspired by the ‘behind the scenes’ work of aviation industry specialists. The
brief asks them to consider ‘What is your perfect aircraft? What would power it through the sky? Would it be big
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or small? What special features would make pilots and passengers excited to be in the air?’ and reminds
contestants that every craft they see in the sky today started with similar questions.
The UK prize-winning paintings will be entered in the International Competition, run by the Federation
Aeronautique Internationale (FAI), and will be forwarded to Lausanne to compete with entries from across the
world. Winners receive bronze, silver and gold awards. All the rules for entry to the competition are on the FAI’s
website
https://www.fai.org/news/design-your-perfect-aircraft-2022-fai-young-artists-contesttheme?type=node&id=424
Throughout the year the LAA will encourage young people (6-17 years of age) to participate in the competition
and, from Sunday 1st August, young visitors can join us at Shuttleworth’s summer air shows; where we provide
easels, paper and colours. The Young Artists Contest is open to youngsters between the ages of 6 and 17, with
FAI gold, silver and bronze medals and diplomas presented to the top three artists in each of the three categories
which are as follows:
Group I - Junior Category (Date of birth between 1 January 2012 and 31 Dec 2015).
Group II - Intermediate Category (Date of birth between 1 Jan 2008 and 31 Dec 2011).
Group III - Senior Category (Date of birth between 1 Jan 2004 and 31 Dec 2007).
Today’s aircraft are the work of hundreds, sometimes thousands, of people who turn ideas into aircraft that fly.
Engineers put ideas onto paper. Manufacturers turn those drawings into real-life parts that get put together and
become today’s balloons, gliders, aerobatic planes, microlights, and helicopters. Each new version is improved
for safety, aerodynamics, fuel efficiency, or a thousand other major and minor changes that put smiles on the
faces of pilots and passengers alike.
Each idea has the chance to change the way gliders soar, helicopters hover, and aerobatic racers twist and
swoop through the sky; the way hang-gliders look as they sail through the air or improve the controls of today’s
modern cockpits. Every great aviation idea starts in the imagination of a person who wants to see something new
in the sky. Drawing from aviation’s past, these visionaries create aviation’s future. If a young person has ever
looked up into the sky and thought, wouldn’t it be great if…this art challenge is for them! Their art today might
become an inspiration for tomorrow’s aviation reality.
FORMAT
The required format is A3 (297 x 420 mm or 11 3/4 X 16 ½ inches) or, if this is unobtainable in your country, the
nearest possible equivalent. Artwork must not be framed or outlined with borders.
MEDIUM
All artwork must be done by hand (or, in the case of handicapped children, by foot or mouth). Any of the following
media are permitted:
Watercolour, Acrylic, Oil paint, Indelible marker pens, Felt-tip pens, Soft ball-point pens, Indelible ink, Crayola, or
any similar indelible medium
The following media are NOT permitted: No pencil, charcoal or other non-permanent medium may be used. No
computer-generated artwork is permitted. No collage work involving the use of photocopies is permitted.
The following details should be clearly shown on the back of art: Title (Miss/Mr); Family name; Given name;
Postal address; E-mail address; Date of birth (Day/Month/Year); Country of residence; Name and address of
school which child attends; Certificate of Authenticity
CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICITY: The Certificate is to be worded as follows: "I/We certify that this is the
original and unassisted work of ............... (name of entrant)". We certify that ............... (name of entrant) is a
resident of ............... (name of country). Certificates are to be signed by the entrant's teacher, or other suitable
person.
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TITLE There is no need for a title on the poster and entrants can decide for themselves whether or not to include
one; however there should be a clearly recognisable link to the theme of the contest.
For more information: contact UK LAA office@laa.uk.com
Entries to: Light Aircraft Association, Turweston Aerodrome, Northants, NN13 5YD

Join YES (Youth & Education Support) It’s Free!
Did you know that joining YES is not only a great idea, but it’s also free.
YES the Youth Education branch of the Light Aircraft Association, working together with LAA Clubs, leading
industry companies, local education authorities, schools and universities and many others to –educate,
encourage and inspire young people to take part in all sorts of activities connected with aviation.
There are changes afoot! Watch this space for news on what is happing at YES.
Just down load the membership form and send it to the YES Secretary and you will become part of the Youth
Education branch of the LAA, delivering education, inspiration and most of all fun to the Youth of today.
https://yesflyers.org.uk/join-yes-its-free

My thanks to Rares Turcu for his report on the Rans S6-ES B@P Project
The Rans S6-ES is a project between Stansted Airport College (STAC), Ryanair Engineering Apprentices and
Havering College. The airplane has been donated to STAC in order to have it built by the Ryanair Apprentices.
YES is also part of the project, helping with part of the funding and advice. The Rans has been stored in a
container for the past 4 years before we moved it to the Ryanair hangar where it became its new home in
December 2019.
When we received the airplane it wasn’t in such a great condition and it still needed a lot of work done. The first
step was getting the tail together, we only had the 4 longerons on it initially, soon we ended up with a built tail and
the rear flight controls.
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After a lot of work, and allignment we have
covered everything we had in the provided
fabric.
We also needed an engine for the Rans, we
managed to get a Rotax 912S, engine from
an airplane involved in a hangar fire.

The engine only has 270 hours on the clock,
however, we had to send all of the cylinder
heads for NDT testing to ensure that their
structure hasn’t been affected by the fire.

The cylinder heads turned out to be in good condition, therefore the engine can be used for flying. While the parts
were away we had the pistons removed and cleaned.
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We have changed the seals and gaskets around the cylinder heads which were funded by YES.

Next part of the project was moving the airplane in this condition from the Ryanair Hangar to STAC. We moved
everything there so that the project can be continued alongside the students in the college. We want to use this
opportunity to teach as many people as we can about aviation.

Now that the airplane is moved to STAC we can proceed with the project. However, the funding is holding us
back as we need to pay for the engine, engine mounts and prop. Our aim is to pass our passion for aviation to
the new generation of engineers coming into the college and give them the opportunity to fly in something that
they built. We have YES and the LAA working alongside us, giving guidance and funding for small necessities.

Being a member of the YES comitee I am aware of the lack of funds that we currently have after the pandemic.
We are seeking funding in order to continue motivating youngsters and help them pursuade careers in aviation
through our events.

LAA STRUT MEETINGS
Local Clubs, or Struts as many of them are called, look forward to welcoming you along as a friend and fellow
LAA member. Strut’s an excellent source of advice and help, whether building, buying, training or simply wanting
to be involved in the local aviation scene. The clubs and Struts also arrange a number of flying and social events
throughout the year, and most hold monthly meetings for a pint and a natter, and maybe an interesting aviation
related talk. Why not try out your local club or Strut soon?
http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/struts/list-of-laa-struts.html
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Checkout the LAA website for
details of your local STRUT on an
interactive map

http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/struts/struts.html
Some LAA Strut meetings make a small charge for non-members but all are welcome to attend and meetings are
an excellent source of advice and help, whether building, buying, training or simply wanting to be involved in the
local aviation scene.
STRUT’s arrange a number of flying and social events throughout the year and most hold monthly meetings and
maybe an interesting aviation related talk. Meetings are an excellent source of advice and help whether building,
buying, training or simply wanting to be involved in the local aviation scene and are dotted around the UK.
http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/struts/struts.html

FLYBOX AVIONICS 10% LAA DISCOUNT
Another addition to the LAA Members Benefits scheme. Just go to LAA website home page www.laa.uk.com - go
to Member Area – Member Benefits – click on the company you wish to oder from. Other companies offering LAA
members a discount are Adams Aviation, Airbox, Air Courtage Assurances, Air Team Images, Pooleys Flight
Equipment, Varley Red Top Batteries and Airpart.

OTHER CLUBS ASSOCIATED TO THE LAA
There are also a number of other Clubs associated to the LAA that are dedicated to a specific aircraft
manufacturer or model. The Vintage Aircraft Club, Europa Club, European Luscombe Club etc., can offer social
activities and useful technical support for owners or those interested in that particular type.

FOR LAA FRIENDLY AIRFIELDS
CHECKOUT http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/Airfields/airfield_listing.html
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http://www.royalaeroclubrrra.co.uk
The Royal Aero Club Records Racing and Rally Association (affectionately known as “The 3Rs”) is mandated to
oversee British handicap air racing, British and World aviation records and formal air rallies.
Handicap air racing is both an exciting sport for pilots and a spectacle for spectators. Raced as a 100 mile race,
over a 25 mile course, starting and finishing at the aerodrome, with flying no less than 500 feet above ground
level! Race pilots flying solo, or with a Navigator, compete for some of the most magnificent aviation competition
trophies and fly many different types of fixed wing aircraft.

NEWS
My thanks to Ian Scarbrough for his report:

2021 SEASON
The 2021 season opend at Beccles over the weekend of 22 nd-23rd May.
We’re back. Finally after nearly 20 months enforced lay off it’s practice brief time and the 2021 Royal Aero Club
Records Racing and Rally Association racing season is here. After a brief hiccup in April, due to certain
restrictions still being in pace and nowhere to stay, we finally made it to an airfield to race.
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7 aircraft and crews present, 3 having been weathered off on Saturday morning, Pilots (including a new racer for
this season), navigators and officials came together for the briefing for practice for what had become the first two
races of the 2021 season.
Plan A had been to start the season at the end of April at a brand new venue, Leeds East in N Yorkshire, but with
Covid restrictions still fully in place, the decision had been made to move this race to September. So Beccles
became the launch event for the 2021 season. All we needed now was the weather to co-operate.
Should have known, grey, overcast, rain in the air, but due to clear up by lunchtime. The practice was flyable and
completed without issue. So race time came and with a marked improvement in the weather, it was “Race is on”.
The race saw Race 9 cross the finish line first but this was not to be the final result. After the handicapping and
GPS data was checked the results were:
AURIGNY AIR SERVICES TROPHY
1st: Race 82 (Robin DR.401) piloted by Gordon Bellerby with his navigator Dave Lee.
2nd: Race 1 (Vans RV6) piloted by Johnathan Willis with his navigator Gurcharan Bhoday ‘G’.
3rd: Race 22 (Cap 10) piloted by Dave Moorman flying solo.
Sunday dawned brighter and although breezy we got the race in without a problem in itself. However, weather
intervened, just not at Beccles. Racers home airfields were reporting worsening weather so one made the wise
decision to return home early, leaving 6 to race.
This time it was racing for THE AIRBORNE TROPHY
1st: Race 1 (Vans RV6) piloted by Johnathan Willis, with his navigator Gurcharan Bhoday ‘G’.
2nd: Race 73 (Vans RV7) piloted by our new racer Ben Fawkes with his navigator Dan Pangbourne
3rd: Race 7 (Vans RV8) piloted by Andrew Friday flying solo
So different days, different weather, different results.
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Fast forward 4 weeks and Round 2 Haverfordwest.over the weekend of June 26th/27th.
Again weather (elsewhere) took its toll and whilst we managed to race 7 aircraft on the Saturday, it was only 4 on
the Sunday. We were made to feel very welcome by the airfield staff who turned out specially and gave us the
whole airfield to use as it is normally closed at weekends.
The weather at Haverfordwest was beautiful with great visibility. However the weather gods thought it would be
great sport to put various torrential rain bursts and storm cells over a number of the racer’s home airfields and so
some made the decision to go home early so as to avoid having their aircraft stuck at Haverfordwest for an
extended stay.
Saturday’s practice was a smooth one and the race was carried out in great weather but with a 20-30kt wind to
make things interesting and it ended up (after all the number crunching) as:

GINGER LACY TROPHY
1st: Race 25 (Robin DR.400/180) piloted by Martin Gosling flying solo.
2nd: Race 22 (Cap 10) piloted by Dave Moorman flying solo.
3rd: Race 82 (Robin DR.401) piloted by Gordon Bellerby with his navigator Dave Lee.
Sunday’s weather was even better than Saturday’s with clear blue skies and a warm, if a strong wind. With only 4
pilots, someone was going to be disappointed…

BATTLE OF BRITAIN TROPHY
1st: Race 1 (Vans RV6) piloted by Johnathan Willis, with his navigator Gurcharan Bhoday ‘G’.
2nd: Race 22 (Cap 10) piloted by Dave Moorman flying solo.
3rd: Race 82 (Robin DR.401) piloted by Gordon Bellerby with his navigator Dave Lee.
So 4 races in and we have 3 different winners flying 3 different aircraft types so it goes to show there is always a
chance.

July 24th / 25th

Sandown, Isle of Wight

2021 is the 90th anniversary of the outright win by the British team at the 1931Schneider Trophy Air Race and
the 3Rs are planned a special air race around the Isle of Wight to recognise this historic event. Details in the
Autumn Newsletter.
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The Coupe d'Aviation Maritime Jacques Schneider, also known as the Schneider Trophy, Schneider Prize or
Schneider Cup was a trophy awarded annually to the winner of a race for seaplanes and flying boats. Jacques
Schneider was a French financier, balloonist an aircraft enthusiast and hydroplane racer.
The race, which offered a prize of approximately £1,000, was held twelve times between 1913 and 1931. It was
intended to encourage technical advances in civil aviation but became a contest for pure speed with laps over a
(usually) triangular course, initially 280 km (170 mi) and later extended to 350 km (220 mi). The contests were
staged as time trials, with aircraft setting off individually at pre-agreed intervals, usually 15 minutes apart.

1931 Team GB

In 1931 the British government withdrew financial support, but a private donation of £100,000 from the wealthy
and ultra-patriotic Lady Lucy Houston allowed Supermarine S.6B to compete.

By Unknown author - [1], Image by the Royal Air Force via the website at www.raf.mod.uk Source page: [2]., Public Domain,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=1556009

When the French and Italian teams dropped out, leaving no other competitors, the British team flew the course
alone on 13th September and won the coveted Schneider Trophy outright, having beaten the time record from
the 1929 competition and setting a new world speed record of 610 km/h (380 mph).
Next races will be on August 21/22 at Llanbedr and on September 25/26 at Leicester and a fly away Weekend
Rally to Alderney 28th -30th August sandwiched in between.
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INTERESTED IN AIR RACING?
Air racing in the UK is as old as aviation itself and the magnificent trophies we race for each year carry the names
of some of those early pioneers. Handicap air racing is an amateur sport pitting your flying skills against other
pilots racing the same course, at the same time.
Membership of the Royal Aero Club Records Racing and Rally Association (3R’s) is open to anyone with an
interest in aviation.
If you are looking for a new challenge in your flying then handicapped air racing could be for you. Visit the
“Become and Air Racer” http://www.royalaeroclubrrra.co.uk/becoming-a-racer.html
To become a 3Rs air racing pilot you need at least 100 hours P1 experience and a valid FAI Competitor’s
Licence. Currently you also need a piston-driven aircraft that can exceed 100mph (in level flight) and check-ride
with a Race Check Pilot who will familiarise you with race techniques, accurate flying and turning.
You can also participate as a Navigator assisting with look-out, turn roll-out coordination, and generally staying
on the best race line and being an extra pair of eyes and hands. Navigators do not have to be associated with a
pilot
The 3Rs, as entirely run by volunteers, are always looking out for more volunteers to help on the ground with the
myriad of organisational requirements and technical tasks. Whether it’s hands on, at a race, or behind the
scenes.
If you can spare a little time and would like to get involved and become part of this incredible and friendly team,
please contact the Acting Aviation Secretary, Dave Moorman secretary@royalaeroclubrrra.co.uk

They’d love to hear from you or via their website http://www.royalaeroclubrrra.co.uk
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CAA CONSULTATIONS
There currently are no CAA consultations open that directly affect GA or Air Sport Organisations.

CLOSED CONSULTATIONS
Proposed changes to the following chapters of CAP 553 (BCAR Section A): Chapter A3-7: Permit to
Fly Aircraft – Initial and Continuing Airworthiness and Chapter A8-26. Approval of Organisations
Supporting Recreational Aviation closed May 27 th 2021.
We await their response. However, the LAA, BMAA and other stakeholders expressed concern on the
consultation. The CAA has acknowledged the importance of collaborative working and there is mutual
understanding that the CAA has the right, as the UK independent safety regulator, to conduct
consultations as and when they are deemed necessary. All organisations are committed to the
continuation of the current consultation process and developing the best possible outcome based on the
information obtained from these consultations.
The LAA response can be found: http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/2021/News/Consultation2.html
The BMAA response can be found: https://www.bmaa.org/information-library/news/bmaa-news/bmaaresponse-to-cap553
The CAA will be taking a period of time to analyse the submissions. Once this activity has taken place
key stakeholders will be invited to discuss the findings and work together on final documents.

CAA RESPONSE TO CONSULTATIONS
UK GA OPPORTUNITIES AFTER LEAVING BREXIT
The CAA asked 10 questions to help them better understand:
 how they can help the GA community (and its associated businesses and industries) to flourish
after leaving EASA, and to identify its specific priorities;
 how they can engage with and work more efficiently, constructively and collaboratively with the
GA communities in delivering our objectives;
 the priorities of those who are not part of the GA community when considering the future of
General Aviation in the UK
Just under 1000 respondents provided the CAA with nearly 15,000 data points. The top priority for
change was to simplify and rationalise GA flight crew licensing.
The CAA analysed all data points put together a GA Change Programme for 21/22 and probably beyond
which consists of 46 initiatives ranging from strategic projects to changes to the way that we work.
Full details have been published in their response document:
https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/GA%20opportunities%20after%20leaving%20EASA%20(CA
P2146).pdf
For other responses and CAA action taken
https://consultations.caa.co.uk/we_asked_you_said/

on

recent

closed

consultations
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see

UK & EASA AVIATION REGULATORY MATTERS
UK
The CAA does not plan to issue any further COVID related extensions.

If you have recovered from Covid-19
https://www.caa.co.uk/uploadedFiles/CAA/Content/Standard_Content/Licences/COVID_exemption/covid
%20flow%20chart%20draft%20pdf%2027th%20march.pdf

THE AVIATION SAFETY (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) REGULATIONS 2021
Licences issued in accordance with the ANO flying UK Part 21 aeroplanes
Pilots with a licence issued under the Air Navigation Order ie National Licence holders (UKPPL, UKCPL,
UKATPL, NPPL) and who hold a valid SEP, SLMG, SSEA or TMG Class Rating(s) can now fly UK (G)
registered Part 21 aeroplanes. UK Part 21 aircraft are those aircraft that were previously managed by the
European Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) and were considered as EASA types.
Holders of a National Licence with a SEP Class Rating are limited to similar privileges of the UK Part-FCL
LAPL(A), when exercising the privileges of this rating while flying UK (G) registered Part 21 aeroplanes.
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2021/614/introduction/made

THE AVIATION SAFETY (AMENDMENT) REGULATIONS 2021
Statutory Instrument 2021/10 ‘Aviation Safety Regulation (amendments)’ has just been published
regarding the organisation and use of the airspace in the single European sky(1) and Articles 23(1),
44(1) and 57 of Regulation (EU) 2018/1139 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 4 July
2018 on common rules in the field of civil aviation(2). These Regulations, apart from regulation 2, came
into force on 28th January. Regulation 2 came into force on 20th May 2021.
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2021/10/contents/made

FLYING MICROLIGHTS IN FRANCE
The temporary need for specific permission for each trip has been lifted.
A European ULM is said to be an aircraft identified or registered in a State party to the Agreement on the
European Economic Area, in Switzerland or in the United Kingdom, and meeting one of the class
definitions mentioned in article 2 of the amended Order 1998 ie is authorised to circulate over French
territory for non-commercial flights, without prior agreement from the Directorate General of Civil Aviation
relating to the airworthiness of the aircraft and the titles of the pilots, under the following conditions:
The pilot has a valid flight authorisation, issued by that State or by an organisation having
received a delegation from that State;
holds a title allowing the pilot to fly on this ULM either issued by this State or by an organisation
having received a delegation from this State, or validated or recognised by this State; or
The pilot is the holder of a ULM pilot's license and license issued by the DGAC in the event that
this State does not require the holding of a title.
For more information see: https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/loda/id/JORFTEXT000030109795/
TEMPORARY CROSSING OF THE UK BORDER TOWING A GLIDER IN A TRAILER
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Temporarily crossing the UK border and the French (ie EU) border with a glider trailer should only
require a verbal declaration of intent. However, other requirements may apply where the glider is being
temporarily exported from the UK for repair or modification.
https://members.gliding.co.uk/uk-leaving-eu-and-easa-1st-jan-2021/

PART-FCL LICENCES
UK issued EASA Part-FCL Licence: You can continue flying G-registered (UK) aircraft as before.
Holders of UK issued EASA Part-FCL licences need to keep a UK validation form with their licence that
explains that the licence is no longer EASA and is now UK CAA should they venture from the UK. Print
the form and keep it with your UK CAA issued licence.
https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/Confirmation%20of%20Validity%20of%20a%20Licences%20%20M
edicals%20Issued%20by%20the%20UK.pdf
To continue operating EU-registered aircraft in the UK, you may seek a licence validation from any of the
EASA Competent Authorities, which would be valid for aircraft registered in any EASA Member State.
EASA Part-FCL Licence holders (not UK): To continue operating UK-registered aircraft you will also
require a validation from the UK CAA. This is a form you print from the CAA website and is valid for up to
2 years. Link to the form
https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CERTIFICATE%20OF%20VALIDATION.pdf
EU Part-FCL pilots will be able to apply for a UK Part-FCL licence from 1st April 2021.

EASA LICENCES ON UK G-REGISTERED AIRCRAFT
This means that flight crew carrying a non-UK CAA licence, issued by an EASA Member State, who fly a
UK-registered aircraft must carry a ‘general validation’ with their licence. This is issued by the UK CAA
and is valid for two years under UK law CAA validation form (letter).
Whilst this CAP 2086 is only guidance, it might save you a lot of hassle on a ramp check!
https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CERTIFICATE%20OF%20VALIDATION.pdf

WANT AN EASA LICENCE? TRANSFERRING AWAY FROM THE UK CAA?
ORS4 1453: UK CAA extension to the requirement to have your EASA licence issued by 1st Jan 21 if
you are transferring away from the UK CAA. Your new EASA licence must now be issued before 31st
March 2021. With many aviation authorities in lockdown, this is welcome news. There is a UK CAA
validation form to complete. Full details http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/ORS4No1453.pdf .
UKNPPL or PPL(M)?
These licences will not be valid for flying in EU member states, you will need to get an EASA licence.
BUT the UK has established agreements with some EU member states eg France and German who
already accept the NPPL when flying a UK-registered aircraft in their airspace.

REVALIDATION
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Pilots will need to revalidate 12 months (to the final day of that month) from the date that their check was
conducted (i.e. a check conducted on 21 November 2020 will render the rating valid until 31 November
2021.) Pilots not meeting their renewal requirements in time will have to meet the more stringent and
onerous renewal requirements. Details of all published exemptions relating to COVID-19
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/modalapplication.aspx?catid=1&pagetype=65&appid=11&mode=list&type=se
rcat&id=128&filter=1&reorder=refOrder

MEDICALS
A Class 1,2,3 or LAPL Medical Certificate application or new Personal Medical Declaration? You will
need to now use a personal online CAA Customer Portal Account.
The online Medical Records System (Cellma) replaces all existing paper-based application forms and
allow medical certificate holder to see their medical records and track applications and referrals to the
CAA.
All Medical Certificate holders will [should but I didn’t Ed] receive an email from the CAA at least 12
weeks before their certificate expiry date with full instructions on how to create an account. You will
need to register BEFORE you visit your AME/GP.
The CAA will now charge you directly, not via your AME, and will be payable by credit or debit card
when you complete the online application form. Fees for 2021 will remain the same during the year
but must be paid at least 10 days before your AME appointment.
Your AME will still give you a paper certificate. https://www.caa.co.uk/medcal/

THE AVIATION SAFETY (AMENDMENT) REGULATIONS 2021
Statutory Instrument 2021/10 ‘Aviation Safety Regulation (amendments)’ has just been published which
includes the optional use of a medical declaration for some aircrew.
For aircrew: https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2021/10/regulation/4/made
For Balloon aircrew: https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2021/10/regulation/5/made
For Sail Plane aircrew: https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2021/10/regulation/6/made
The CAA website incorporates a microsite which has a FAQ section and other information. If you
haven’t already done so, please subscribe to the EU exit category in the SkyWise system
http://skywise.caa.co.uk/
EASA PERMIT AIRCRAFT ON UK REGISTER
These aircraft are now UK Permit aircraft

OfCom Revised Guidance on Electro Magnetic Fields (EMF) Compliance
Published on 18th May 2021 the OfCom revised guidance is aimed at preventing 3rd parties (including
passengers) having excessive exposure to electromagnet fields and comes into force on 18 th November
2021.
A persons exposure to EMF is related to the power of the radio equipment, the gain of the antenna, the
frequency of the radio waves, how often the equipment is transmitting and how near a person is to the
antenna.
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OfCom have published on their website What you need to know as an aeronautical radio user and an
overview of what you need to do to comply with Ofcom’s EMF1 licence condition.
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0027/220797/emf-licence-condition-what-you-need-toknow-aeronautical-radio.pdf
Most licence holders/aircraft owners wont need to do more than read and confirm to themselves that no
action is required but the Ofcom Pdf also outlines what you can do if you can’t maintain the compliance
distance, ie,
i. Using control measures to prevent members of the general public being exposed to EMF above the
general public EMF limits.
ii. Changing parameters, e.g. reducing radiated power or transmission time, and recalculating the
compliance distance.
iii. Moving equipment, e.g. moving the antenna to a different location.
iv. In relation to transponders, install an antenna ground plane if you have not already done so.

UK PERMIT AIRCRAFT
Pilots of these UK aircraft, as opposed to UK Certificate of Airworthiness ones, will need SPECIFIC
PERMISSION from the EU member state that they wish to fly to/in.

EUROPEAN (EASA) AVIATION REGULATORY MATTERS
https://www.easa.europa.eu/easa-and-you/general-aviation

EASA PART-FCL CHANGES - SIGN UP FOR THE EAS NEWSLETTER
UK GA aviators can also keep up to date on European developments, which will still be applicable
to us by subscribing (at no cost) to the Europe Air Sports Newsletters delivered straight to your inbox via
the Europe Air Sports website which can be found at www.europe-air-sports.org
There is a wealth of information in their Newsletters and well worth receiving issues of the EAS
Newsletter direct to your inbox, which is completely free of charge. http://www.europe-air-sports.org
My thanks to European Air Sports Newsletter Editor Diana King and Nils Rostedt EAS Programme
Manager for allowing précis of information published from the bi-monthly EAS Newsletters.
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BURSARIES, SCHOLARSHIPS AND FUNDS
These pages are a compilation of RAeC Member Organisations bursaries, scholarships and Funds
together with others that may be of interest.

ROYAL AERO CLUB BURSARIES
2021 Bursary application forms and terms and conditions are available for download on the Royal Aero
Club Trust website (www.royalaeroclubtrust.org)
Air sports youngsters aged from 14 to 21 years (24 years in the case of Advanced Bursaries) are
encouraged to submit applications; this includes light aircraft pilots, glider pilots, skydivers, model aircraft
and drone flyers, paraglide and hang-glide and microlight pilots, balloon pilots, and flight simulator pilots.
The closing date for applications extended to 31st March 2021.

THE MOLLY ROSE PILOT SCHOLARSHIP
This new PPL scholarship, funded by Marshall of Cambridge in association with Cambridge Aero Club,
is in memory of one of the women pilots in the Air Transport Auxiliary and is open to young women
considering a career in aviation and particularly as a pilot. The scholarship awards a full Private Pilot’s
Licence (PPL) to an individual who has demonstrated an interest in flying as a career with training
provided by the Marshall owned Cambridge Aero Club.
CAC operates a fleet of three “newly modernised” 152 training aircraft, two Cessna 172 touring and
training aircraft, one Cessna 182 and one Extra 200 aerobatic training aeroplane.
Molly Rose was the daughter of Sir David Marshall and sister of Sir Arthur Marshall who set up
Cambridge Airport and the aviation side of the business in 1930. Molly was an apprentice engineer at the
Marshall of Cambridge, the family company, before becoming a pilot and volunteering for the ATA.
Molly’s life story has also inspired a book and a new film, “Attagirls”.
For more information: https://www.aetheris.co.uk/mrps

FLYING FOR THE DISABLED 2020 SCHOLARSHIPS
A scholarship includes 35 hours flight tuition and associated ground school which means that most will
have flown solo and some, at their own expense, have gone on to achieve their PPL. Scholarships
commence with a scholar’s seminar near the end of April, during which scholars are introduced to their
instructors and scholar training partner(s).
Flying training is undertaken at flying schools in the UK between May and October and will be of three or
four-weeks duration in either a PA-28 or a Microlight aircraft.
To apply for a scholarship complete the online enquiry form and a full application form will then be sent
to you.
https://www.fsdp.co.uk/apply/#masthead

Closing Date: May be extended due to Covid-19

LAUNCHPOINT BURSARIES / AWARDS
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Launchpoint is a registered British charity that supports gliding and aims to provide opportunities to
experience gliding and to help participants, of all ages, to develop with the sport. It does this through the
Caroline Trust Awards and the Ted Lys Awards.
The Caroline Trust Award application form can be found here
https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/pwmf-lp/caroline-trust-application-form/
The Ted Lys Award application form can be found here https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/ct/ted-lysaward-application-form/
For further information and details: https://members.gliding.co.uk/launchpoint/
Launchpoint is also the BGA’s adopted charity and provides Launchpoint’s website at no cost.

RAF CHARITABLE TRUST
The RAF Charitable Trust is developing a number of Scholarships and Awards open to serving airman,
cadets and members of the wider RAF family. These range from Scholarships for Disabled People to Air
Cadets and 6th Form Scholars with potential follow on into University to glider flying training.
https://www.airtattoo.com/the-trust/scholarships-and-awards

THE PHILIP WILLS MEMORIAL FUND (for GLIDING CLUBS)
The Philip Wills Memorial Fund supports UK gliding by lending money to gliding clubs for capital
projects e.g. purchasing land or equipment, with the Trustees having a broad brief to enable them to
provide a diversity of financial assistance to both clubs and individuals.
The Fund lends at (very) low rates of interest, usually over periods less than 10 years. Typical loans
would be up to c £60k. The application process is simple with the Fund’s trustees generally only looking
to see that there is a good business case for the expenditure and (in order to protect the Fund) that the
club has the ability to make monthly repayments.
https://members.gliding.co.uk/club-development/pwmf

THE HONOURABLE COMPANY OF AIR PILOTS incorporating Air Navigators
SCHOLARSHIPS
In addition to flying scholarships funded directly by the Company, or one of its Charitable Trusts, each
year they are also able to fund sponsored flying scholarships which are administered by the Company.
Application criteria and information https://www.airpilots.org/scholarships-career-and-aviation/flyingscholarships/flying-scholarships-2021/ These include:
'The Air BP Sterling Scholarship': for one PPL (fixed-wing) scholarship
'The Grayburn Scholarship' for one PPL (fixed-wing) scholarship
'The Cadogan Scholarship' for one PPL (fixed-wing) scholarship
'The Farnborough Airport Flying Scholarship' for one PPL (fixed-wing) scholarship
Air Pilots Benevolent Fund - funding for several PPL (fixed-wing) scholarships
'The Foyle Scholarship' for one FI(R) (fixed-wing) scholarship
'The Swire Scholarship' for one FI(R) (fixed-wing) scholarship
'The Donaldson Scholarship' for one PPL scholarship
'The Squadron Leader Brian Letchford Scholarship' for one PPL scholarship
'The Wrigley Scholarship' for one PPL scholarship
'The Lane-Burslem Scholarship' for one PPL scholarship
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'The Signature Scholarship' for one PPL scholarship
Private Pilot Licence Scholarships cover all aspects of training up to licence issue for a candidate who
is prepared to dedicate a considerable part of the summer to gaining their PPL. Providing up to 45 hours
of flying training, these scholarships can take a candidate with little or no experience to completion of
their flying licence during the course of the summer; alternatively they can "finish off" someone who is
already partially trained. The scholarships are awarded entirely on merit as evidenced on the completed
application form and as assessed by a selection committee appointed by the Company. Candidates
must be 17 or over on 1 June of the year of application and the course must be completed by the
beginning of October.
Closing date for applications: 3 February 2021 at 12 noon
There is funding for a number of residential course Gliding Scholarships Closing date for
applications: 3 March 2021 at 12 noon; and Flight Instructor Certificate Scholarships Closing
date for applications: 17 March 2021 at 12 noon.
Flight Instructor Certificate Scholarships cover all direct training and examination costs for the successful
candidate as they achieve their Fixed Wing Flying Instructor Certificate. Training must be completed
during the summer before the first week of October.

AIR CADET GLIDING FUNDING
If you are an Air Cadet you can apply for gliding funding via the Post GS initiative. See
www.juniorgliding.co.uk

2020 AIR LEAGUE DRONE SCHOLARSHIP
The Air League is delighted to announce that Eagle Eye Innovations and RUSTA are sponsoring two
places on their PfCO Drone Training Course for two lucky Air League members. On completion of the
training and subsequent project work, the recipients will gain an NVQ Level 4 as well as the capability to
operate drones professionally upon successful registration with the CAA.
An assessment day on the 24th August 2020 at the RUSTA HQ in Lincolnshire which will be outside
and you will have a chance to fly a drone as part of this. They are not looking for experienced operators,
rather a natural talent, enthusiasm and motivation. The residential course itself will take place in
September 2020 and will involve a 3-day stay in Lincolnshire (Bed and Breakfast accommodation and
lunch will be included) with further course work to be undertaken from home.
Applications close: 10th August 2020 https://www.airleague.co.uk/scholarships-2/uav-and-dronescholarship/
You will need to be a member of the Air League for this opportunity. https://www.airleague.co.uk/shop

Checkout the Air League section in this Newsletter for details for more Air League scholarships and
bursaries covering powered and glider flying, engineering, commercial, ground school and disabled
pilots scholarships.
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https://www.aerosociety.com
The Royal Aeronautical Society (RAeS) holds major conferences, lectures and events at its headquarters in
central London at 4 Hamilton Place, London W1J 7BQ. Lectures and conferences normally open to interested
non-members. The RAeS also encompasses a variety of special interest groups and local branches in the UK,
and overseas, who too organise programmes of lectures and events and is the sister organisation of the Royal
Aero Club (RAeC).

NEWS
LIGHT AIRCRAFT COMPETITION 2021/2022
The competition is supported by the Light Aircraft Association and the British Microlight Aircraft Association. In
this year's RAeS International Light Aircraft Design Competition - can you design an all-electric piloted aircraft
able to deliver vaccines, medicine and food supplies to dirt airstrips in remote areas of the world - and able to
be recharged by solar panels in between vital humanitarian missions?

Design a piloted electric aircraft that will deliver a passenger or essential supplies in equatorial countries from
short soil airstrips. The objective is to provide the best possible combination of productivity and utility.
The design must conform to the 600kg certification classes now popular in Europe (as microlights) and the
USA (as Light Sport Aircraft) and hopefully here in the UK soon, and shall operate under daytime Visual Flight
Rules. Recharging to be via solar farms, batteries and chargers at each airstrip.
The competition is open to all with an interest in aircraft design. Entries from all countries and types of
organisation (including individuals) are encouraged. You will need some aircraft design knowledge and the
ability to perform basic engineering and aerodynamic calculations but you do not need to be a professional
aerospace engineer.
Team size is left to the discretion of the entrant but all team members and their affiliation must be listed in the
entry form with the final submission. Entrants are at liberty to form a consortium with other interested parties
where specific skills and knowledge are required to fulfil the design exercise.
For more information:
https://www.aerosociety.com/news/raes-international-general-aviation-design-competition-20212022

Vertical Aerospace’s Chief Engineer Tim Williams and Senior Flight Dynamics Engineer Sophie Robinson
MRAeS outline the key achievements and history from Vertical’s inception in 2016 to present; the anticipated
projects and key milestones in the short and long-term and the technical detail on designing, developing and
flight testing its recently unveiled flagship aircraft, VA-1X.
https://www.aerosociety.com/news/video-raes-general-aviation-webinar-from-the-drawing-board-to-the-skyvertical-aerospace-s-journey-to-certification/

Students and Apprentices can join the Royal Aeronautical Society for free and a host of benefits and
resources are available to help on your journey to a career in the aerospace and aviation industries.
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RAeS YOUTH VOLUNTEER VACANCIES
There are opportunities throughout the year for young members to volunteer with the RAeS and start building
their CV though only from the autumn as volunteering at any summer events still going ahead have been
cancelled due to the Covid pandemic. https://www.aerosociety.com/get-involved/young-personsnetwork/volunteering/

The RAeS are normally at major airshows
and exhibitions and the RAeS Careers
Service organises STEM engagement
events for schools, and young members can
volunteer to help out the team. The RAeS
also publishes opportunities for young
members to join one of the various
committees that govern and shape the
output and activity of the RAeS.

However, the Royal Aeronautical Society’s Specialist Groups and many Branches are looking for young
volunteers to join and support the administration of Committees. These roles provide fantastic opportunities to
develop your soft skills and help drive and shape the output of RAeS activities aimed at young people.

SECRETARY
The Specialists Groups Coordination Committee are offering a great opportunity for a young volunteer to
join the Committee in the role of the Secretary who will facilitate the effective operations of the Committee,
provide administrative support and play an important part in the Committee's activities and outputs.
https://www.aerosociety.com/media/15816/secretary-role-descriptionsgcc.pdf?dm_i=4OGU,13B9G,3HA9WN,4YXC8,1

YOUNG PERSONS NETWORK REPRESENTATIVE
Join your local RAeS Branch or Specialist Group and become part of our volunteer network that brings
together fun, engaging individuals to actively participate in Society events. You will be working directly with the
Young Persons Committee (YPC) to make a difference across the whole society.
Submit a CV and 500-word statement detailing why you would like to be an RAeS YPN Branch/ Specialist
Group rep and which Branch/ Specialist Group you wish
to join to ypn@aerosociety.com

https://www.aerosociety.com/get-involved/youngpersons-network/ypnrepresentatives/?dm_i=4OGU,13B9G,3HA9WN,4YXC8,1
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For other vacancies within the RAeS https://www.aerosociety.com/careerseducation/resources/jobs-board/
EVENTS
In these challenging times of COVID-19 the RAeS have transformed how they deliver many of their events and
Lectures to ensure they continue to provide value to their membership and beyond. They look forward to
ensuring audiences receive the same high quality content but in a new and engaging way, plus it will be
accessible to everyone wherever you are in the world.
General Aviation Lecture: https://www.aerosociety.com/events-calendar/raes-webinar-general-aviation-lecture/
Some RAeS activities may be being held but please check before attending and many others are online:
SEPTEMBER:
1st: RAeS Webinar: Jack Pritchard and the R.38 Airship Disaster, one hundred years on. 18:00- 19:00
Speaker: Psychologist Ms Wendy Pritchard, granddaughter of Major J E M Pritchard who was killed in the
accident. All RAeS webinars are free to attend for both members and non-members.
https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/6371383325245464848
14th: RAeS Webinar: Some Significant Turning Point British Aircraft. Virtual Lecture by Ron Smith, includes
military aircraft (including trainers, bombers, rotorcraft and fighters) and civil aircraft (including light aircraft,
various classes of airliner, executive jets, and others). 14:00-16:00.
https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/4552212749395207184
OCTOBER:
4th: RAeS Webinar: The RAF and the Lessons of the First Gulf War. Virtual Lecture by Sebastian Ritchie.
16:00-17:00. https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/3338306832350731790
22nd: RAeS Oxford branch: Sadler Lecture ‘The Composite Revolution on Track and Airfield’ & Dinner.
Wolfson College, Linton Road, Oxford OX2 6UD. Speaker: Brian O’Rourke - Retired Aerospace and Motor
Sports Engineer. Price: £35 per person (Full-time students £30; Lecture only, Free). Price includes three
course meal with tea/coffee. 19:00-22:30 https://www.aerosociety.com/events-calendar/raes-oxford-branchsadler-lecture-the-composite-revolution-on-track-and-airfield-dinner
NOVEMBER:
10th: RAeS Preston Branch Webinar: Young Persons Network Mini Lecture Competition. Virtual Lecture:
19:00. Non-Branch Members, including guests, must advise Alan Matthews of their intention to attend and
register your interest via preston@aerosociety.com
10th: RAeS Brough Branch Webinar: Beechcraft T-6C Texan II - Entering Service With The Royal Air Force:
Virtual Lecture by Iain Chalmers, Managing Director, Affinity Flying Services,19:30 - 20:45
https://www.aerosociety.com/events-calendar/raes-brough-branch-webinar-beechcraft-t-6c-texan-ii-enteringservice-with-the-royal-air-force/
RAeS BLOGS:
https://www.aerosociety.com/news/electrifying-general-aviation-the-revolution-continues

https://www.aerosociety.com/news/solo-flight-the-uks-brexit-deal-for-aerospace-assessed
RAeS PODCAST:
https://www.aerosociety.com/events/catch-up-on-events/video-audio-archive/
The RAeS have also have released National Aerospace Library YouTube channels which contains over 30
videos. https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvOINKE_4cR6oBMKv_8wNKA/videos
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https://www.rafmuseum.org.uk

The RAF London museum is situated on what used to be RAF Hendon and holds over 95 aircraft in
four themed aircraft halls.
The Museum at Cosford, acknowledged as one of the leading public attractions in the Midlands,
displays over 70 aircraft and is home to the National Cold War Exhibition.

They have a ‘welcome back/safety’ video! Please take a look at the link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a9LR9bgaa5o
Whether you are visiting RAF Cosford or RAF London, while still offering FREE entry to all, visitors are
kindly asked to pre-book their arrival time online at www.rafmuseum.org

MUSEUM NEWS
Schools win place on aerospace residential
Students with a passion for STEM subjects have taken part in a six-part online STEM mission,
competing against teams from other schools across the UK, in a bid to secure their place on the
Summer Time Advanced Aerospace Residency (STAAR) programme.
Delivered by the Royal Air Force Museum, in partnership with Northrop Grumman in the UK, the STAAR
programme offers students the opportunity to experience the excitement of the aerospace industry firsthand. Hundreds of Year 9 students took part and the six winning schools who most successfully met the
overall mission objectives across each of the six challenges, will now enjoy a two-day residential
educational and vocational experience at RAF Cosford, when they return to school after the summer
holidays.

With more than 32 schools taking part, the winning teams are:


John Hampden Grammar School, High Wycombe



Denmark Road High School, Gloucester



Madeley Academy, Telford



Barnwell School, Stevenage



Bishop Vesey’s Grammar School, Sutton Coldfield



King Edward VI Handsworth Girls School, Birmingham
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To secure their place on the STAAR residential, students had to successfully complete a series of STEM
challenges based on a mock mission. Entries were judged by a panel of experts from the Royal Air Force
and the aerospace industry, with Air Marshal Knighton overseeing the final selection.
Teams were tasked with designing an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), detailing its capabilities, and then
creating a 3D CAD model of their design. Teams had to demonstrate their problem-solving skills as they
decrypted coded messages using various techniques, and plot routes to navigate their way through
obstacles in a pathfinder’s task. In the final stages of their mission, students took part in aerial
reconnaissance, assessing historical images and modern satellite images, before presenting their findings.

RAF MUSEUM CONFERENCE: NEW THINKING IN AIR POWER
16 September - 17 September 2021
RAF Museum Hendon
Tickets are now available for Royal Air Force Museum’s ‘New Thinking in Air Power’ conference on
16–17 September 2021. The conference will bring together academics and scholars to present Air
Power research which challenges the accepted historical consensus.
The conference will feature a keynote address given by Professor John Ferris entitled “Revolutions in
Airpower, 1903-2021: An Anatomy” and a Roundtable session chaired by Professor David Edgerton.
The research presented at the conference will offer critical reflections on, and reframe our historical
understanding of, Air Power and the past. They will overturn the generally accepted view of events in
the light of new evidence and modified interpretations. In doing so, this research revises the
conclusions of previous works and challenging myths which have developed within the study of Air
Power.
The conference will present research and papers relating to Air Power both in Britain and abroad,
with research on the Air Power capabilities of African regional powers; the stigmatization of
psychological Issues in the US Army Air Forces; training and air forces in the Middle East, American
statecraft and transatlantic collaboration on the Joint Strike Fighter; the Luftwaffe and National
Socialism; and Soviet strike capabilities during the Cold War.
The conference keynote will be given by Professor Ferris the author of Behind the Enigma: The
Authorised History of GCHQ, Britain’s Secret Cyber Intelligence Agency and The Evolution of British
Strategic Policy, 1919-1926. Professor Ferris has published over 100 articles or chapters on
diplomatic, intelligence, imperial, international, military and strategic history, and strategic studies. His
keynote will explore “Revolutions in Airpower, 1903-2021: An Anatomy”.
The conference will conclude with a roundtable, Chaired by Professor David Edgerton, which will
explore both the issues raised at the conference and the future direction of revisionist Air Power
history.
This is a two-day conference and each ticket provides access to both days of the conference. Lunch
and refreshments on both days are included in the cost.
Conference fee: £85
Concession* rate: £60
* The Concession rate applies to Students, retired delegates, and those that clearly work from limited
budgets, as part of the RAF Museum’s commitment to make the conference as inclusive as possible.
https://royalairforcemuseum.digitickets.co.uk/event-tickets/34148?catID=34275&
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RAF MUSEUM COSFORD
The RAF Museum at Cosford, Shifnal, Shropshire, TF11 8UP, is open daily from 10am and entry is
free of charge, but parking charges apply. For more information visit: www.rafmuseum.org/cosford
01902 376200
Opening hours: August- October (incl): 10:00am - 5:00pm last entry 4:00pm
From November: 10:00am - 4:00pm
last entry 3:00pm

Admission charges apply for some events and activities. There is a charge for parking.

RAF MUSEUM HENDON
The RAF Museum at Hendon, Grahame Park Way, London, NW9 5LL is open daily from 10am and
entry is free of charge but there are parking charges. For more information visit:
london@rafmuseum.org 0208 205 2266
Opening Hours: August- October (incl): 10:00am - 6:00pm
last entry 5:30pm
From November: 10:00am - 5:00pm
last entry 4:30pm

Admission charges apply for some events and activities. There is a charge for parking.
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http://www.vintageaircraftclub.org.uk

The Vintage Aircraft Club may be of interest to RAeC members who fly older aircraft types and aim of
the Vintage Aircraft Club is to provide a focal body for owners, pilots and enthusiasts of vintage and
classic light aircraft by arranging fly-ins and other events as well as publishing a magazine called
“Vintage and Classic”. VAC has 350 members from all walks of life. Some are airline captains, Air Traffic
Controllers or Airfield Managers, some work for the NHS and others are engineers, designers,
photographers, aviation historians and writers, enthusiasts and amateur aircraft builders. Many are also
PPL’s.

NEWS
My thanks to Anne Hughes, Chair of VAC for her report
With all the uncertainties that have surrounded us over the last eighteen months we kept our fly-in
events for the Vintage Aircraft Club on the calendar and crossed our fingers! Our first fly-in this year was
planned for May at Turweston and this time we were back to our old friend the British weather who
nearly kyboshed the day. However, we turned from ‘Fly-In’ to ‘Drive-In’ and members were able to enjoy
the delicacies in the Flight Deck Café, buy a book on Tim Crowe’s stall and have a ‘distanced’ word with
a few of us as we packed the VAC’s quarterly magazine into envelopes ready for posting. Over twenty
members arrived and it had been a long time since we had had an opportunity to meet up at all.

The club’s earliest fly-in is usually
our ‘Daffodil Fly-In at Fenland’.
With several postponements the
event was held in June and we
made a subtle change calling it
the ‘ VAC’s Tulip Fly-In.’ Nearly
eighty aircraft were on the airfield,
the sun shone and Fenland
extended a very warm welcome!

In 2019 we had enjoyed the VAC’s 55th birthday celebration at Breighton at an event hosted by The
Real Aeroplane Club. We had planned to return in 2020 but again the event was postponed until June
2021. It was worth the wait! A superb collection of aircraft arrived for the weekend from all over the
country, including Biggin Hill’s Shipping and Airlines’ magnificent Dragonfly. We dispersed late in the
evening to our various hotels with some brave members camping under the wing of their aircraft. The
next day we were joined by the local MG Vintage Car Club.
Amazing Yorkshire hospitality and, as at all our events, we welcomed new members to the club.
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At Brieghton

Our season continues with Fly-Ins at Bodmin, Turweston and Sleap and we look forward to our annual
Dinner and Awards evening at Shuttleworth in November. None of these events would take place without
the support of our members in helping with organisation on the day. We may return to a mixture of face
to face events and Zoom presentations in the winter but in the meantime we are enjoying meeting up at
airfields!

VAC YOUNG PEOPLE’S ENGINEERING PROJECTS
The VAC is supporting two projects for young people which are able to proceed now that the Covid
restrictions have been lifted. The projects give young people the opportunity to learn basic engineering
skills and design for vintage aircraft, The first project, set up at Cornwall Aviation Heritage Centre at the
beginning of last year, is for young people to work on the reconstructed fuselage of a 1913 Eastbourne
Monoplane.

The second project is being set up by VAC member Julian Hill in North Yorkshire and is a rebuild of the
1964 Airtravel Linnet G-ASMT.
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The wing and fuselage have been transported to a workshop near Great Ayton and Julian is working with
the local community for provision of tools and expertise.

A small group of 13-16 year olds will be selected to work on the project to return G-ASMT to flying
condition.
The VAC is unable at this time to provide financial support for the projects but is looking for sponsors who
would be interested in supporting this specialized area of engineering which could lead to apprenticeships
for some of the young people on leaving school.
We are hoping that there will be more initiatives of this type across the country in the next twelve months.
The specialized skills needed for the maintenance and rebuild of vintage aircraft is an area of engineering
often overlooked.

Do visit the VAC website to see more and, with an ever increasing membership, you can be assured
joining the VAC gives you the opportunity to meet and socialise with like-minded aviators in a friendly
and relaxed way in many different locations.
All updates and news of VAC events can be viewed on the VAC website.
http://www.vintageaircraftclub.org.uk
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YOUTH ACTIVITIES & OPPORTUNITIES
YOUTH IN AVIATION
Youth in Aviation is a collaboration of the non-profit, charitable and educational organisations involved in
enabling young people from all backgrounds to experience aviation and aerospace inspiring the next
generation. There are 16 organisations involved including YES, RAF Cadets, Scouts; the Air League,
Young Air Pilots, the BGA, RAF Museums, the RAeS, Brooklands Museum all working together aiming
to further the opportunities and access to aviation and aerospace activities and providing over £300,000 of
scholarships and bursaries each year.
The General Aviation Awareness Council have educational information for schools and many of their
members offer special facilities from visits to local airfields and pleasure flights to arranging for helicopter
visits to school sports field.
See http://www.gaac.org.uk/wordpress

RAeCT BURSARIES
2022 Bursary application forms and terms and conditions are available for download on the Royal Aero
Club Trust website (www.royalaeroclubtrust.org)
Air sports youngsters aged from 14 to 21 years (24 years in the case of Advanced Bursaries) are
encouraged to submit applications; this includes light aircraft pilots, glider pilots, skydivers, model aircraft and
drone flyers, paraglide and hang-glide and microlight pilots, balloon pilots, and flight simulator pilots.
The closing date for applications extended to 31st March 2022.

PROJECT SLINGSHOT – Sling Taking You Places
My Thanks to Graham Wiley for his report on Project Slingshot
Students from Aston
University
Engineering
Academy, after a long
delay due to covid
restrictions, have at last
started work on their new
school’s build a plane
project.
The students are taking
part in The Air League’s
Project Slingshot. Their
first task is to construct
the empennage for a
Sling2 light aircraft.

The work is being carried out at RAF Cosford who have generously provided workshop facilities.
The Air League’s programme will give young people practical, hands-on experience in aviation manufacture
and flight. Working outside the formal learning environment, this programme will support groups of young
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people to deliver a complete aircraft thereby developing practical skills in engineering, project management
and teamwork. Project Slingshot aircraft will deliver a legacy beyond the initial build programme, with each
completed aircraft planned to deliver many years of flying for cadets, other youth groups and Air League
scholars.

Project Slingshot focuses on a professional build standard delivered by volunteers actively mentoring young
people, and drawing upon expertise within the RAF Sport Aircraft charitable organisation, industry, the Light
Aircraft Association and core programme partners.

Each project will employ an innovative distributed build with, for instance, the empennage, wings and
fuselage being built at different locations within a region.
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Teams will come together for final assembly and, ideally, build sections in rotation, in order to maximise the
impact of the project. This very much mimics the way in which aircraft are built by major manufacturers.

https://www.airleague.co.uk/project-slingshot/

FAI YOUNG ARTISTS CONTEST
THE 2022 THEME: DESIGN YOUR PERFECT AIRCRAFT
Have you ever drawn a picture of an airplane, helicopter, or hot air balloon and added some extra details?
Maybe, you started drawing a glider and ended up with a super-powered jet that could take you, your
favourite pet, and your friends into space. Maybe you mixed and matched, combining the best features of
different types of aircraft to create something unique. Every great aviation idea starts in the imagination of a
person who wants to see something new in the sky. Drawing from aviation’s past, these visionaries create
aviation’s future. See the LAA section in this Newsletter for details of how to enter if you are between the
ages of 6 – 17.

YES
https://yesflyers.org.uk
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Youth & Education Support, the Youth Education branch of the Light Aircraft Association, and more
commonly abbreviated to YES, works together with LAA Clubs, leading industry companies, local education
authorities, schools and universities and many others to educate, encourage and inspire young people to
take part in all sorts of activities connected with aviation, through:
Aircraft building projects (YES Build-a-Plane)

Training in meteorology, navigation and airmanship

Exhibits and activities for young people at aviation shows

Arranging talks and practical activity sessions for schools and youth groups

Arranging aviation activity days for Beavers, Cubs, Scouts, and Explorers, Girl Guides and others

Production and demonstration of training equipment for navigation and radio communications

Maintaining an independent web-based aviation information centre for youngsters, and

Providing guidance on a future career in the varied world of aviation.
YES are a group of aviation enthusiasts and pilots who organise and support events to help youngsters
develop an interest in flying and get them into the air.
Please do join YES, it is entirely free and only involves filling a short form out
https://yesflyers.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/YES-Membership-Form-0321-1.pdf
and follow us on social media https://www.facebook.com/Yesflyers

15TH ANNUAL YOUNG AVIATORS EVENT AT SYWELL AERODROME
SATURDAY 11TH SEPTEMBER 2021
Invites to the 15th Annual Young Aviators event at Sywell Aerodrome on Saturday 11th September 2021
have been sent out and another day of Education, Inspiration and Fun is being prepared, with static aircraft,
https://www.spacestore.co and their superb VR headsets and merchandise, “Bringing Space to Earth”
among the early confirmed attendees. This year we’re delighted to announce that AOPA UK have sponsored
the event, and this builds upon the AOPA pilots who took part in our 2019 event, where we flew out 1,000th
youngster.
See the News and Information section in this Newsletter for pilot/aircraft call out

SOARING TO SUCCESS – The Air League
https://www.airleague.co.uk/soaringtosuccess/
Soaring to Success is an Air League led national project supported by the Department for Transport and
Boeing UK. The programme not only inspires, stimulates, and encourages young individuals to consider a
career within aviation and aerospace, but also acts as a catalyst to spark the inspiration and realisation that
this is an opportunity and possibility that is accessible.
The Soaring to Success pilot project was launched in summer 2019 and took place in South Yorkshire in
association with Barnsley Metropolitan Borough Council. In 2020, Soaring to Success launched in South
Essex in association with Southend-on-Sea Borough Council with additional funding from the Department for
Transport.
The 2021 scheme is underway and will see over 4000 young individuals take part in interactive career
workshops or glider taster days throughout the United Kingdom. Stage one aims to showcase the vast range
of opportunities and routes into aviation and aerospace through modules delivered by the Air League and
industry partners including British Airways, DHL and Rolls-Royce Plc. Modules include an employability skills,
theory of flight and propulsion, followed by a competition to build a model turbo fan engine. Stage two then
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progresses on to provide experiences of flight through gliders and powered aircraft, thus bringing to life the
different aspects of aviation learned previously.

Stage three allows for a smaller number, who demonstrate a particular aptitude and passion for aviation,
around 5 hours of flying lessons which can start them on a pathway to a career as an aviation and aerospace
professional.
Over the past three months the Air League has welcomed hundreds of young individuals from across the UK
to Soaring to Success ™ outreach taster days.

During these days, individuals take part in
aviation and aerospace career workshops
before each experiencing flying an
aircraft, many for the first time.

As a national endeavour supported by the Department for Transport under its ‘Reach for the Sky
Programme’, Soaring to Success™ not only inspires, stimulates, and encourages young individuals from all
backgrounds to consider a career within aviation and aerospace, but also acts as a catalyst to spark the
inspiration and realisation that other opportunities and possibilities are accessible.
For more information:
https://www.airleague.co.uk/soaringtosuccess/?mc_cid=a055cf552d&mc_eid=49ff2a77cf

THE PLANE GUY https://www.theplaneguy.com/
The Plane Guy displayed at the “Leeds-East Fly-in on Sat/Sun 24/25 July at the former RAF Church Fenton,
with the RANs Coyote and some pedal planes. Also in static was the wonderful Vampire WZ507. The Plane
Guy web-site is being updated, and will shortly feature the range of pedal planes that are being offered for
sale, with additional optional extras, such as a push-stick, or a specific colour & registration combination.
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The Plane Guy’s RANs S6 Coyote, with
some pedal planes, including a new
surprising addition, will along with “Wiley
Coyote” and Barney the Border Collie, be
displaying on Sunday 1st August at the
Shuttleworths “Family Air Show (Need for
Speed)” and also on Saturday/Sunday
October 2nd/3rd “Race Weekend” events,
so come and say hello and try out the
RANs, or the pedal planes, build some
aircraft kits or let Barney greet you in his
own inimitable style!!.

The Wood Store Barton Ltd has now moved production to a bigger workshop, in Kempston, Bedford, and we
are looking forward to working with The Plane Guy and YES (Youth & Education Support - the Youth
education arm of the LAA) beating the UK Pedal Plane gathering record of 31x pedal planes at the STOL
event at Popham Airfield, Hampshire on Sat/Sun 04/05 September 2021.

This is to be followed on December 29th at Old
Warden, where we will hopefully be taking on and
beating the current USA & world record of 53x pedal
plane which gathered at Oshkosh 2019.

Let “battle recommence” on our friendly trans-Atlantic
rivalry for 2022

JUNIOR GLIDING CENTRES (JGCS)
The British Gliding Association has set up a network of Junior Gliding Centres (JGCs) to help you get what
you want out of the sport. Each centre is part of a leading BGA affiliated club and is just the place to meet up
with other young pilots, develop your gliding skills and have a great time. Everything is set up so that you’ll
feel part of the gang from day one and can get straight down (or up!) to flying and having fun.
Subject to completing the required training, you can fly a glider solo at age 14. And there is no upper age
limit.
https://www.gliding.co.uk/juniorgliding
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GET HIGH VOLARE!

www.gethighvolare.org

My thanks to Tim Wiltshire for the following report:
Well, off we go again into an incredibly eventful Summer... With the subsidence of the impact of Covid, the
re-engagement of our Charity's target participant groups has already started, with plans set out for a summer
of outreach programs using our new Simulator, as a lead-in to flying “proper”.
As notified in the last RAeC Newsletter, this was intended to be done in collaboration with the BMAA, and the
use of their flexwing simulator (for which we had donated a trike), however, this is built into a very heavy
display trailer, and the practicalities of using it just did not stack up.
We decided therefore to build our own mobile simulator, inside a tandem axle caravan, which had room for
two simulators, so we can now offer both flexwing and 3 axis within the same mobile platform, which is lighter
and much more flexible in its application. This means that we can now widen our coverage substantially, and
with that our delivery of STEM into schools.
The building of workshops on our base continues slowly, due to the lack (and cost) of building materials. Our
decision to build only from re-cycled materials has also impacted upon this, but it is the general shortage and
cost of timber that has been the main issue. (Is there anybody out there who runs a timber yard? or are
involved in demolition that could assist us..?).
The work on the Chevvron 2-32 to prepare it for return to permit continues, and this will be ready within the
next few weeks.
This will then supplement
the Quantum and provide
the 3 axis training until
something better comes
along.
We
dearly
need
something 912 powered
as the Chevvron is limited
to where it can operate
(requiring long runways
due to its marginal
power).

STOP PRESS...!! Our search for an airfield of our own, MAY have had a major boost recently, as we have
located a suitable field, and discussions are in hand to seek to secure it (our problem has always been to
secure a field while we raise funds to purchase it, most vendors look for immediate sales).
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As any field we can locate, we will need to own outright (in order to preserve our Charity in perpetuity),
assuming we are successful in securing it, we will then be mounting a fundraising bid to raise the funds to
purchase it, at which point we will of course be coming “cap in hand” to the Aviation Community (...Basically
you guys).
Given the number of Clubs and Aviation Charities that have now ceased to exist due to the loss of their
airfield, and the number of
airfields that have morphed
into Housing and Industrial
Estates with the recent
changes in Planning Laws,
we feel sure that you, the
Aviation Community will see
the logic that cementing an
airfield into Aviation, under an
Aviation Charity is actually a
very good use for your chump
change.
Watch this space, and be
ready to help us when the
time comes. Remember, this
is not just an airfield you can
visit in a pretty part of the
Country, it is the future of the
next generation of young
pilots, and the engagement of
many more through STEM activity.
(Gotta be worth the price of a pint...).

UK JUNIOR GLIDING
https://members.gliding.co.uk/junior-gliding/
The 'mission statement' of UK Junior Gliding is:


To promote, encourage and develop Junior Gliding within the UK, and remove barriers to
at all levels.



To ensure British gliding continues to grow from grass roots, and that young pilots are retained within
sport.

participation
the

CADET SCHEMES
There are many opportunities and the majority of gliding clubs in the UK offer cadet schemes. These
schemes offer lower flying rates and sometime FREE flying in return for assisting with daily club operations.
Contact your nearest gliding club for details
If you are an Air Cadet additional funding is also available to you via the Post GS initiative. See
www.juniorgliding.co.uk for details.
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RAeS YOUTH VOLUNTEER VACANCIES
The Royal Aeronautical Society’s Specialist Groups and Branches are looking for volunteers to join and
support the administration of Committees. These roles provide fantastic opportunities to develop your soft
skills and help drive and shape the output of RAeS activities aimed at young people.

SECRETARY
The Specialists Groups Coordination Committee are offering a great opportunity for a young volunteer to
join the Committee in the role of the Secretary who will facilitate the effective operations of the Committee,
provide administrative support and play an important part in the Committee's activities and outputs.
https://www.aerosociety.com/media/15816/secretary-role-descriptionsgcc.pdf?dm_i=4OGU,13B9G,3HA9WN,4YXC8,1

YOUNG PERSONS NETWORK REPRESENTATIVE
Join your local RAeS Branch or Specialist Group and become part of our volunteer network that brings
together fun, engaging individuals to actively participate in Society events. You will be working directly with the
Young Persons Committee (YPC) to make a difference across the whole society.
Submit a CV and 500-word statement detailing why you would like to be an RAeS YPN Branch/ Specialist
Group rep and which Branch/ Specialist Group you wish to join to ypn@aerosociety.com
https://www.aerosociety.com/get-involved/young-persons-network/ypnrepresentatives/?dm_i=4OGU,13B9G,3HA9WN,4YXC8,1
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